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Preface

Security is a major consideration in the way that business and information technology systems are designed, built, operated, and managed. The need to be able to integrate security into discussions with business functions and operations exists more than ever.

In this IBM® Redpaper™ publication, we explore concerns that characterize security requirements of, and threats to, business and information technology (IT) systems. We identify a number of the business drivers that illustrate these concerns, including managing risk and cost, and compliance to business policies and external regulations, showing how they can be translated into frameworks to enable enterprise security.

Over the last few decades, industry groups and standards bodies have developed frameworks that serve as a baseline for certain aspects of security, and in this IBM Redpaper publication we discuss two such frameworks:

- CoBiT
- ISO27002

To help you with your security challenges, IBM has created a bridge to address the communication gap between the business and the technical perspectives of security to enable simplification of thought and process. As depicted in Figure 1 the IBM Security Framework can help you translate the business view, and the IBM Security Blueprint describes the technology landscape view. Together they can help bring together the experiences that we gained from working with many clients to build a comprehensive solution view.

The IBM Security Framework divides Information Security into the following security domains:

- People and Identity
- Data and Information
- Application and Process
- Network, Server and Endpoint
The IBM Security Blueprint expands on this business-oriented view of the IBM Security Framework by mapping the domains to a core set of security components representing capabilities and services. The IBM Security Blueprint aims to describe these security capabilities in vendor and product agnostic terms, using common, accepted industry definitions.

This IBM Redpaper is intended to be a valuable resource for business leaders, security officers, and consultants who wish to understand and implement enterprise security by considering a set of core security capabilities and services.
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Introducing the IBM Security Framework and IBM Security Blueprint

To set the scene for the IBM Security Framework and IBM Security Blueprint, we start with a discussion of the typical business context when it comes to information technology (IT) security and how business leaders can leverage security, risk, and compliance related investments to competitively position their organization and satisfy complex regulatory guidelines. We describe two existing frameworks:

- CoBiT
- ISO27002

The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to introducing the IBM Security Framework and the IBM Security Blueprint.
1.1 Business context for IT security

 Organizations rely on computing systems and automation more than ever to detect threats to intellectual property, reputation, and privacy. These organizations often adopt a piecemeal or technology-driven approach to security. Using this approach alone does not provide sufficient protection for business processes and assets against these business risks.

 As the pace of globalization continues, traditional boundaries between organizations continue to disappear. The ideal response involves a level of planning and assessment to identify risks across key business areas, including people, processes, data, and technology throughout the entire business continuum. It is important to plan a holistic approach that can facilitate a business-driven security blueprint and strategy that can act as an effective shield of defense for the entire organization.

 We believe that organizations have to build services that are secure by design, meaning that security is intrinsic to their business processes, their product development, and their daily operations. It is factored into the initial design, not bolted on afterwards. This allows an organization to securely and safely adopt new forms of technology, like cloud computing or virtualization, and business models like tele-working and outsourcing can be more safely leveraged for cost benefit, innovation, and shorter time to market.

 With the security domains, capabilities, and services as a backdrop, this first section covers a detailed overview of the IBM Security Framework and IBM Security Blueprint. In the later sections we explain the IBM Security Blueprint in more detail by discussing its components and subcomponents. Later we take a closer look at the business context for areas such as identity management. We then look at the IBM Security Framework mapping and use the IBM Security Blueprint components and subcomponents and how they map to the needs of this scenario.

1.2 Drivers that influence security

 Most of today's projects are driven by both business and IT drivers, although we can probably agree that business drivers are almost always the initiating factor. Let us take a closer look at these influencing factors:

- Business drivers: Business drivers measure value, risk, and economic costs that influence their approach to IT security. Value drivers determine the worth of assets of the system to the business and of the business itself. Risk drivers involve compliance, corporate structure, corporate image, and the risk tolerance of the company. Economic drivers determine productivity impact, competitive advantage, and system cost.

- IT drivers: IT drivers represent operational constraints in the general IT environment. For example, the complexity of a system, including its environment, that is exposed to internal and external threats presents risks that the organization must address.

 Business drivers also represent issues and consequences of significance to the stakeholders of the managed business system. This set of drivers might vary from industry to industry, from organization to organization in the same industry, and even from different business applications in an organization.

 IT drivers represent technical considerations that affect the trustworthiness of the IT environment and likely the managed business systems as a whole. IT drivers are universal and must be considered within the context of the business drivers in all efforts.
The combination of business and IT drivers represents the key initiatives for security management.

1.2.1 Business drivers that influence security

Business drivers represent a relationship between the IT organization and the rest of the business. They refer to business values that must be supported by the IT security infrastructure.

**Correct and reliable operation**
Correct and reliable operation is the degree to which the business must be accurate and consistent in its operation. Correct operation means that the operations perform the proper response or function with no errors. Reliable means that the same result occurs all the time. Any IT system must consistently provide stakeholders with the expected results.

Security events and incidents might impact the correct and reliable operation of these business processes. It might also affect the underlying IT infrastructure or upstream and downstream business processes. The consequences of a defective service (incorrect or varying results over time) might be significant to the consumer of the service, and therefore to the provider of the service.

**Service-level agreements**
This driver applies to circumstances where security threats and threat agents can impact an organization's ability to conduct business. Service-level agreements (SLAs) incorporate acceptable conditions of operation within an organization. SLAs might vary from business system to business system or application to application. Availability of systems, data, and processes is a condition commonly referenced within SLAs.

**IT asset value**
From a business perspective the IT asset value is directly related to the value of the business transactions that it supports. These might be tangible or intangible. For an e-retailer, these are tangible assets. For a financial services company, the asset might be the client information or other data used in transactions of the system.

**Protection of the business asset value or brand image**
This driver captures the firm's desire to protect its image. The loss of good will from a security incident or attack has a direct consequence to the business. Therefore, the security measures are likely to be proportional to the consequence. When the desire to avoid negative publicity increases, upon encountering a security breach, the stipulation for this driver becomes stronger.

**Legal and regulatory compliance**
Legal and regulatory compliance refers to the externally imposed conditions on the transactions in the business system and the company. This includes the rules and policies imposed by regulatory and government agencies. Civil, criminal liability, or regulatory penalty from a security incident or attack has a negative consequence on the business. Therefore, the amount of regulation and steps to ensure compliance should be factored in this driver. This includes privacy issues, the ability to prove the transaction initiator, and proving compliance.
Contractual obligation
Security measures for an IT system are likely to be proportional to the consequences encountered when the business encounters contractual liability from a security attack. Depending on the structure and terms of the contract, the consequence might lead to financial loss or liability. For example, when security incidents are encountered, the business might be unable to fulfill its contractual obligations of providing goods or services.

Financial loss and liability
Direct or indirect financial loss is a consequence to the business as a result of a security incident. Direct loss might include theft of asset, theft of service, or fraud. Indirect loss might include loss based on civil or criminal judgment, loss of good will, or re-prioritized budget allocation. This driver identifies the fact that security measures for an IT system are likely to be in proportion to these consequences.

Critical infrastructure
This driver applies where security threats or threat agents can have a major impact on services or resources that are common to, or shared among, a community of businesses, the population at large, or both. Examples include telecommunications, electrical power, transportation systems, computing, and so on. The loss of critical infrastructure by its provider might have a ripple effect, causing secondary losses and driving security decisions for those affected. An important part of risk analysis is identifying critical infrastructure.

Safety and survival
This driver applies where security threats and threat agents can have a major impact on aspects of human life, government function, and socio-economic systems. Examples of processes to be considered for safety and survival impact include continuity of critical infrastructure, medical system, life support, or other high-impact or time-dependent process.

1.2.2 IT drivers that influence security

IT drivers comprise the second group of key security initiatives. These are considered universal drivers that must be considered in every modern IT solution in a manner commensurate with the risks and consequences of a related failure or incident.

Internal threats and threat agents
Security-related failures and incidents are caused by threats or threat agents found within the physical and logical boundaries of the organization or enterprise that operates and controls the IT system. These threats and threat agents might be associated with technology or people.

An example of an internal threat is a poorly designed system that does not have the appropriate controls. An example of an internal threat agent is a person who would use his ability to access the IT system or influence business or management processes to carry out a malicious activity.

External threats and threat agents
Security-related failures and incidents are caused by threats or threat agents found outside the physical and logical boundaries of the organization or enterprise that operates and controls the IT system. These threats and threat agents are also associated with technology or people. They seek to either penetrate the logical or physical boundary to become internal threats or threat agents, or to influence business or management processes from outside the logical or physical boundary.
Examples of external threats are single points of failure for one or more business or management processes that are outside the enterprise boundary, such as a power system grid or a network connection, or a computer virus or worm that penetrates the physical or logical network boundary. An example of an external threat agent is a hacker, or someone who has gained the ability to act as an insider, using personal electronic credentials or identifying information.

**IT service management commitments**
This driver identifies the fact that failure to manage the operation of the IT system might result in security exposures to the business. This driver can be divided into two categories, IT service delivery and IT service support.

- **Service delivery commitments**
  
  The failure of the IT system to meet its metrics for managing itself can be viewed as a security exposure to both business or management processes.
  
  An example of security exposure for service delivery is when IT operations processes cannot respond to critical events in a timely manner. Another is when IT resilience processes cannot recover from a denial of service attack in a timely manner, resulting in a loss of capacity or response time for business processes.

- **Service support commitments**
  
  The failure of the business or IT management system to meet its service-level agreements can be viewed as a security exposure to business or management processes.
  
  An example of security exposure for service support is a situation in which the customer relationship processes do not add, modify, or remove users from access control lists in a timely manner.

**IT environment complexity**
The complexity of the IT environment might contribute to the security or insecurity of the IT system. The IT environment reflects the infrastructure on which the business system will be placed. For example, any IT environment that is connected to the intranet or extranet is exposed to internal or external threats or threat agents and requires specific security responses. A stand-alone facility for our system represents the lowest complexity. A hosting facility with other systems and other firms represents a more complex environment. An environment with a larger number of systems, varied network access paths, or a complex architecture, is a complex IT environment.

**Business environment complexity**
Because most businesses rely on IT, most business environments are an interconnected set of businesses, each with its own complex IT environment, business processes, and IT management processes. This complexity might contribute to the security or insecurity of the IT system.

**Audit and traceability**
This driver identifies the need for the IT system to support an audit of information contained within the system, whether it is associated with management data or business data.

**IT vulnerabilities: Configuration**
Configuration vulnerabilities are potentially present in every IT system, providing an opening to a potential attack based on the system and how it is designed and set up.
**IT vulnerabilities: Flaws**
Software flaws potentially exist in every IT system. These flaws represent vulnerabilities that were not detected and are not evident in the design documents. As such, they are an unexpected deviation from what was designed. An example is a defect in an operating system or application that is discovered after implementation.

**IT vulnerabilities: Exploits**
The basic design of software in any IT system might be exploited by threats or threat agents as a part of an attack on the IT system, the business, or the management processes. This might include the use of a function within a system in a way to compromise the system or underlying data. While certain people might define an exploit as both the flaw and the method, we treat them separately because an exploit might involve using normal functions as designed in an unusual manner to attack the system. The exploits can also be viewed as the openings or avenues that an attacker can use.

### 1.3 Common industry approaches to IT security management

IT security management is the term used for the set of management activities that are intended to address the business and technical issues described earlier, in accordance with the resilience and risk management objectives for the managed business system.

The business reasons depicted in 1.2.1, “Business drivers that influence security” on page 3 are leading to an evolving number of enterprises that adopt internationally accepted frameworks and best practices to help implement IT governance in their enterprise. Control Objectives for Information and related Technology\(^1\) (CobiT), the International Organization for Standardization 27002:2005\(^2\) (ISO/IEC 27002:2005), and the Information Technology Infrastructure Library\(^3\) (ITIL) have emerged worldwide as the most respected frameworks for IT governance and compliance. We take a closer look at CobiT and ISO/IEC 27002:2005 in the following sections because they have—in contrast to ITIL, which is more focussed on IT service management elements—a strong focus on IT security.

#### 1.3.1 Control objectives for information and related technology

CobiT is a set of best practices (framework) for IT management created by the Information Systems, Audit and Control Association (ISACA) and the IT Governance Institute (ITGI) in 1996. It is an internationally accepted framework for IT governance and control. The current edition, 4.1, issued by the IT Governance Institute in 2007, includes the following sections:

- Executive summary (explains CobiT key concepts and principle)
- CobiT framework (explains the CobiT approach)
- Control objectives (defines a generic set of control requirements that need to be managed for each IT process to get effective control)
- Management guidelines (explains tools to measure, compare, and improve the performance of IT processes)

---

1. For more information about CobiT, go to [http://www.isaca.org/Template.cfm?Section=COBIT6&Template=/TaggedPage/TaggedPageDisplay.cfm&TPLID=55&ContentID=7981](http://www.isaca.org/Template.cfm?Section=COBIT6&Template=/TaggedPage/TaggedPageDisplay.cfm&TPLID=55&ContentID=7981).


The underlying concept of CobiT is that it looks at business information that every enterprise needs to support its business decisions. Business information itself is again a result of IT-related resources, which CobiT defines as applications, information, infrastructure, and people. Finally, these IT-related resources are managed by IT processes to fulfill certain business information criteria (effectiveness, efficiency, confidentiality, integrity, availability, reliability, and compliance). CobiT defines 34 high-level processes that are grouped into the following four domains:

1. Plan and organize.
   This domain focuses on IT strategy: How can IT contribute to business objectives?

2. Acquire and implement.
   The topic of this domain is the identification, development, or acquisition and integration of IT solutions to realize IT strategy.

3. Deliver and support.
   This domain is about delivering and supporting the entire range of IT services.

   This domain focuses on the continuous assessment of all IT process to ensure their quality and compliance.

These 34 processes are controlled by 210 control objectives. Therefore, choose a top-down approach when implementing CobiT, because business objectives must be clearly defined before the IT strategies can be aligned.

### 1.3.2 ISO/IEC 27002:2005

The British Standard 7799 that preceded the International Organization for Standardization 27002:2005 (ISO/IEC 27002:2005) is the most widely recognized security standard in the world. The last major publication was in May 1999, an edition that included many enhancements and improvements over previous versions. When republished in December 2000, it evolved into the International Organization for Standardization 17799 (ISO/IEC 17799). 17799 was republished again in 2005 as ISO/IES 17799:2005(E) with more revisions. In 2007, the name of ISO17799 was, without further amendment, adapted to the new ISO/IEC numbering scheme for information security management standards and is now identified as ISO/IEC 27002:2005.

ISO/IEC 27002:2005 is comprehensive in its coverage of security issues. It contains a significant number of control requirements, some extremely complex. Compliance with ISO/IEC 27002:2005 is, consequently, a far from trivial task, even for the most security conscious of organizations.


---

ISO/IEC 27002:2005 contains 11 categories that have to be considered when applying an overall enterprise security approach. The categories are:

- Security policy
- Organization of information security
- Asset management
- Human resources security
- Physical and environmental security
- Communications and operations management
- Access control
- Information systems acquisition, development, and maintenance
- Information security incident management
- Business continuity management
- Compliance

Now it is time for us to introduce the IBM Security Framework, which focuses on the *what*, not the *how*. It can help you translate your requirements into coarse-grained business solutions, not into specific IT components or IT services.

### 1.4 IBM Security Framework

Today's business leaders are expected to manage risk in their areas of responsibility in the same way that CFOs manage risks in their domains. Security risks and the potential impact on IT need to be communicated to executive peers in business terms. Additionally, they need to align IT security controls with their business processes, monitor and quantify IT risk in business terms, and dynamically drive business-level insight at the executive level. They need to manage risk and orchestrate security operations in a way that enforces compliance and optimizes business results.

As an organization secures its business processes, a business-driven approach needs to become the guiding influence for ensuring that all the different security domains work together in a holistic and synergistic manner, in alignment with the overarching business objectives. Otherwise, the organization's risk stance becomes vulnerable due to misalignment of priorities between IT and the business strategy. Using a standards-based approach to map business drivers to IT security domains is often difficult and is often an afterthought.
IBM created a comprehensive IT security framework (Figure 1-1) that can help ensure that every necessary IT security domain is properly addressed when using a holistic approach to business-driven security.

![IBM Security Framework](image)

**Figure 1-1   The IBM Security Framework**

IBM provides the full breadth and depth of solutions and services that can enable organizations to take this business-driven, secure by design approach to security in alignment with the IBM Security Framework.

Comprehensive professional services, managed services, and hardware and software offerings are available from IBM to support your efforts in addressing the following security domains covered by the IBM Security Framework.

### 1.4.1 Security Governance, Risk Management and Compliance

Every organization needs to define and communicate the principles and policies that guide the business strategy and business operation. In addition, every organization must evaluate its business and operational risks, and develop an enterprise security plan to serve as a benchmark for the execution and validation of the security management activities that are appropriate for their organization.
These principles and policies, the enterprise security plan, and the surrounding quality improvement process represent the enterprise Security Governance, Risk Management and Compliance model. Specifically, the requirements and the compliance criteria for the remaining security domains are:

- **People and Identity**
  This domain covers aspects about how to ensure that the correct people have access to the correct assets at the correct time.

- **Data and Information**
  This domain covers aspects about how to protect critical data in transit or at rest across the organization.

- **Application and Process**
  This domain covers aspects about how to ensure application and business services security.

- **Network, Server and Endpoint (IT infrastructure)**
  This domain covers aspects about how to stay ahead of emerging threats across IT system components.

- **Physical Infrastructure**
  This domain covers aspects about how to leverage the capability for digital controls to secure events—on people or things—in the physical space.

Let us now take a closer look at these domains.

### 1.4.2 People and Identity

Organizations need to protect the assets and services that serve the business and support the business operation. One aspect of protection is provided by access control. The ability to provide effective access control services is based on the ability to manage people and identity as defined by the enterprise’s security governance, risk, and compliance model.

The Security Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance model provides guidance about how identities are managed and how access control is to be conducted. Organizations register people and map them to identities. The relationships between people and organization are expressed in terms of role, rights, business policies, and rules. The ability to register people and describe their relationship with the enterprise is a key security enabler for the remaining security domains:

- **Data and Information**
- **Applications and Process**
- **Network, Server and Endpoint (IT infrastructure)**
- **Physical Infrastructure**

Operationally, people acting in authorized roles in an organization or as part of an extended relationship are granted access to infrastructure, data, information, and services. At the same time, people acting in unauthorized roles are denied access to infrastructure, data, information, and services if they are acting outside of the business policies and agreements.

Within an identity system, people can be issued a credential. A credential can take any of several forms, including a physical identity card or logical token or user identifier. The trustworthiness or strength of the credential is an important aspect of business policy and risk management. The ability to effectively manage the life cycle of identity, that is, the creation, removal, and role changes for dynamic populations of workforce, customer, or user communities, is extremely important. For example, the life cycle of identities and credentials
can be influenced by business cycles, employment cycles, customer relationship, agreement, business, or calendar events, and so on.

Identity systems need to be integrated with appropriate sets of access controls. Identity systems need to manage user roles, rights, and privileges across the IT infrastructure that might contain multiple technology architectures, or multiple identity and access control systems will be required to ensure that users have access to the correct assets and services.

Compliance for identity and access is often externally motivated compliance. For example, legislated privacy and evidence recording is a significant driver for implementation of comprehensive user provisioning and identity-related record keeping.

Figure 1-2 shows a summary and additional aspects to be addressed within the People and Identity domain.

1.4.3 Data and Information

Organizations need to protect both the raw data and contextualized information that is within its span of control. The Security Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance model provides guidance about the value of data and information and how the risks to data and information must be managed.

An effective plan for data and information protection includes maintaining a catalog or inventory of these assets, along with attributes, policies, and enforcement mechanisms and services that govern the access, transformation, movement, and disposition of data and information.

This data and information protection plan can be applied to business processes, business transactions, or business and infrastructure support processes. The protection of data and information covers a full life cycle, from creation to destruction and across its various states, locations, and instantiations, and when it is stored or when it is being physically or electronically transported.
The term *data* can be applied to a wide range of electronically encoded assets. This includes software and firmware, which need to be protected against technical risks (to ensure that malicious code is not introduced) and business risks (to ensure that licensing terms have not been violated).

Protection of data and information is dependent on the definition and operation of all other operational security domains. Measuring and reporting on an organization's compliance with respect to protection of data and information is a tangible metric of the effectiveness of the enterprise security plan. A *data and information compliance report* reflects the strength or weakness of controls, services, and mechanisms in all domains.

Figure 1-3 shows a summary and additional aspects to be addressed within the Data and Information domain.

**Figure 1-3** Data and Information domain

### 1.4.4 Application and Process

Organizations need to proactively protect their *business-critical applications* from external and internal threats throughout their entire life cycle, from design to implementation and production. Control throughout the application life cycle implies effective control and compliance in the remaining security domains. For example, whether an application is internally focused, such as a customer relationship management (CRM) system delivered through a service-oriented architecture (SOA), or is an externally facing application, such as a new customer portal, clearly defined security policies and processes are critical to ensure that the application is enabling the business rather than introducing additional risk.

*Service management* for all business and business support processes, including service management for processes within the security domain, is a critical part of ensuring that the business is operating within the appropriate risk management and compliance guidelines. Service management of security typically includes a combination of capabilities, such as centralized authentication, access and audit policy management, and web application vulnerability scanning and intrusion prevention.
Figure 1-4 shows a summary and additional aspects to be addressed within the Application and Process domain.

1.4.5 Network, Server and Endpoint

Organizations need to preemptively and proactively monitor the operation of the business and the IT infrastructure for threats and vulnerabilities to avoid or reduce breaches.

The Security Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance model can provide guidance on the business implications of technology-based risks. In practice, the definition, deployment, and management of technology-based threats, as well as the technical aspects of incident response, can be delegated to operational management and staff, or outsourced to a service provider.

Security monitoring and management of an organization's network, server, and endpoints is critical to staying ahead of emerging threats that can adversely affect system components and the people and business processes that they support. The need to identify and protect the infrastructure against emerging threats has dramatically increased with the rise in organized and financially motivated network infiltrations. While no technology is perfect, the focus and intensity of security, monitoring, and management can be affected by the type of network, server, and endpoints deployed in the IT infrastructure and how those components are built, integrated, tested, and maintained.

Organizations leverage virtualization technology to support their goals of delivering services in less time and with greater agility. By building a structure of security controls within this environment, organizations can reap the goals of virtualization—such as improved physical resource utilization, improved hardware efficiency, and reduction of power costs, while gaining peace of mind that the virtual systems are secured with the same rigor as the physical systems.
1.4.6 Physical Infrastructure

For an organization to effectively implement an enterprise security plan, the business and technical risks that are associated with the physical infrastructure must be understood and addressed. Security Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance provides guidance on the types of risks and the types of plans and responses for physical security.

Protecting an organization’s infrastructure can mean taking precautions against a failure or loss of physical infrastructure that might impact business continuity. Protecting an organization’s infrastructure can involve protection from indirect threats and vulnerabilities, such as the impact of loss of a utility service, a breach in physical access control, or loss of critical physical assets. Effective physical security requires a centralized management system that allows for correlation of inputs from various sources, including property, employees, customers, the general public, and local and regional weather.

For example, securing the perimeter of the data center with cameras and centralized monitoring devices is critical to ensure managed access to an organization’s IT assets. Therefore, organizations concerned about theft and fraud, such as banks, retail stores, or public agencies, should define and implement an integrated physical security surveillance strategy that includes monitoring, analytics, and centralized control. This approach enables organizations to extract intelligent data from multiple sources and respond to threats sooner than manually monitored environments, resulting in reduced cost and risk of loss.
Figure 1-6 shows a summary and additional aspects to be addressed within the Physical Infrastructure domain.

After having addressed and mapped the IT security domains into your business solutions, it is time to look at the component-oriented view of IT security in the IT Security Blueprint.

1.5 IBM Security Blueprint

The IBM Security Framework divides the area of business-oriented IT security into six domains. The next step is to break these down into further detail to work toward a common set of core security capabilities needed to help your organization securely achieve its business goals. These core security capabilities are called the *IBM Security Blueprint*.

The IBM Security Blueprint uses a product-agnostic and solution-agnostic approach to categorize and define security capabilities and services that are required to answer the business concerns in the IBM Security Framework.

The IBM Security Blueprint was created after researching many customer-related scenarios, focusing on how to build IT solutions. The intention of the blueprint is to support and assist in designing and deploying security solutions in your organization.

Building a specific solution requires a specific architecture, design, and implementation. The IBM Security Blueprint can help you evaluate these, but does not replace them. Using the IBM Security Blueprint in this way can provide a solid approach to considering the security capabilities in a particular architecture or solution.

IBM has chosen to use a high-level service-oriented perspective for the blueprint, based on the IBM service-oriented architecture approach. Services use and refine other services (for example, policy and access control components affect almost every other infrastructure component.)
To better position and understand the IBM Security Blueprint, see Figure 1-7.

The left portion of Figure 1-7 represents the IBM Security Framework, which describes and defines the security domains from a business perspective. It was covered in 1.4, “IBM Security Framework” on page 8.

The middle portion in Figure 1-7 represents the IBM Security Blueprint, which describes the IT security management and IT security infrastructure capabilities needed in an organization. As discussed earlier, the IBM Security Blueprint describes these capabilities in product and vendor-neutral terms.

The right portion of Figure 1-7 represents the solution architecture views, which describe specific deployment guidance particular to a given IT environment. Solution architecture views provide details about specific products, solutions, and their interactions.
Figure 1-8 shows the complete IBM Security Blueprint, and each layer and component are described in the following sections.

**1.5.1 Foundational Security Management**

The Foundational Security Management layer contains the top-level components used to direct and control IT security from a policy-based, risk management perspective. These components are described in more detail in Chapter 2, “The components of the IBM Security Blueprint” on page 23.

Let us take a closer look at each Foundational Security Management component:

- **Risk and Compliance Assessment** enables the IT organization to collect, analyze, and report security information and security events to identify, quantify, assess, and report on IT-related risks that can contribute to the organization’s operational risk. This component covers risk aggregation and reporting, IT security risk processes, business controls management, resiliency and continuity management, compliance reporting, and legal discovery services.

- **Command and Control Management** provides the command center for security management and the operational security capabilities for non-IT assets and services to ensure protection, response, continuity, and recovery. It covers topics such as:
  - Ensuring that physical and operational security is maintained for locations, assets, humans, environment, and utilities
  - Providing surveillance and monitoring of locations, perimeters, and areas

---

5 White boxes in Figure 1-8 on page 17 and other diagrams represent services or components that are not solely security related but might be connected with other IT service areas as well.
– Enforcing entry controls
– Providing for positioning, tracking, and identification of humans and assets
– Providing a focal point for continuity and recovery operations

▶ **Security Policy Management** provides all services and repositories to author, discover, analyze, transform, distribute, evaluate, and enforce security policies.

▶ **Identity, Access, and Entitlement Management** provides services related to roles and identities, access rights, and entitlements. The proper use of these services can ensure that access to resources has been given to the correct identities, at the correct time, and for the correct purpose. These services can also ensure that access to resources is monitored and audited for unauthorized or unacceptable use.

▶ **Data and Information Protection Management** provides services that protect unstructured and structured data from unauthorized access and data loss, according to the nature and business value of information. It also provides usage and access monitoring and audit services.

▶ **Software, System, and Service Assurance** addresses how software, systems, and services are designed, developed, tested, operated, and maintained throughout the software life cycle to create predictably secure software. This component covers:
  – Structured design
  – Threat modeling
  – Software risk assessment
  – Design reviews for security
  – Source code reviews and analysis
  – Dynamic application analysis
  – Source code control and access monitoring
  – Code/package signing and verification
  – Quality assurance testing
  – Supplier and third-party code validation

▶ **IT Service Management** provides the process automation and workflow foundation for security management. In particular, change and release management processes play a significant role in security management.

▶ **Threat and Vulnerability Management** provides services that identify vulnerabilities in deployed systems and receive reports of vulnerabilities from outside sources, determine the appropriate response, and make proactive changes to deployed systems to maintain the security of the deployed system.

▶ **Physical Asset Management** provides awareness of the location and status of physical assets as well as awareness of physical security controls and coordinates the security information for physical systems with the IT security controls.
1.5.2 Security Services and Infrastructure

The Security Services and Infrastructure layer contains components and sub-components that are being utilized by the Foundational Security Management components in their respective contexts:

- **Security Information and Event Infrastructure** provides the infrastructure to automate log aggregation, correlation, and analysis. It also enables an organization to recognize, investigate, and respond to incidents automatically, and streamline incident tracking and handling, with the goal of improving security operations and information risk management.

- **Identity, Access, and Entitlement Infrastructure** provides services to manage user provisioning, passwords, single sign-on, access control, and synchronization of user information across directories.

- **Security Policy Infrastructure** provides services to manage the development, implementation of security policies in a consistent manner and automate the deployment of those policies to IT systems.

- **Cryptography, Key, and Certificate Infrastructure** provides services to perform cryptographic operations efficiently and provides operational processes and capabilities to manage cryptographic keys.

- **Network Security** consists of multi-layered network security to provide defense in-depth, deep inspection, and analysis of protocols, application level payloads, and user content to protect at all levels of the network stack. It extends to virtual networks for security in modern, heavily virtualized environments.

- **Storage Security** provides data-centric security capabilities for protecting data in use, in transit, and at rest through isolation and encryption capabilities. It also provides services to catalog and classify storage assets and associate control policies with them.

- **Host and End-point Security** provides protection for servers and user devices, such as mobile phones, desktop computers, and mobile computers using both host and network based technologies. This protection integrates into the virtualization infrastructure to provide security for virtual environments. It includes hardware-based attestation of host operating systems (OSs) and system resources to protect against malicious attacks.

- **Application Security** provides the infrastructure for testing, monitoring, and auditing deployed applications.

- **Service Management Infrastructure** consists of the infrastructure services to handle service management processes, such as incident, problem, change, and configuration management. Process automation is generic framework-based services to automate IT actions, including security-related activities.

- **Physical Security** is an IT infrastructure service to create awareness of physical security and coordinate it with IT security. This can include employee badges, RFID readers, surveillance systems, and associated technology or assets. Physical Security can include automation related to surveillance, motion detection, object and human identification and tracking, entry control, environmental system monitoring, perimeter control, and power and utility system monitoring.
1.5.3 Architectural principles

IBM security architects have defined the following Architectural Principles that accompany the service decomposition. These can be applied to all levels of the framework, blueprint, and solution designs, and are also guidelines for IBM products and solutions.

- Openness.
  Openness is of primary importance in an enterprise environment. This includes support for all major platforms, run times, and languages, support for major industry standards, published interfaces and algorithms, no security by obscurity, documented trust and threat models and support for Common Criteria, and similar formal security validation programs.

- Security by default.
  Security must not be an afterthought in IT solutions, but security policies must be secure out-of-the box. This is helped by a consistent definition and management of configurations, a consistent set of security roles and persona across products, and a consistent security management user interface.

- Design for accountability.
  In today's environments, with many requirements in the compliance area, it is important that all security-relevant actions can be logged and audited, the audit infrastructure is scalable to handle these events, and audit information is immutable and non-reputable.

- Design for regulations.
  Regulations drive many requirements in IT security projects, and regulations change over time. Handling this requires flexible support for the constraints set by government regulations and industry standards and traceability between regulations, standards, and business policies and the security policies used to implement them.

- Design for privacy.
  In the current age of data sharing, privacy becomes increasingly important. Solutions must highlight the use of personally identifiable information and corresponding data protection mechanisms and enable the principles of notice, choice, and access.

- Design for extensibility.
  Good solutions are component based and separate the management of mechanisms from the mechanisms themselves, to support a variety of mechanisms under the same framework. Already deployed systems must allow for the addition and extension of new mechanisms within the existing management framework.

- Design for sharing.
  Multiple solutions can share a single IT environment, such as in a shared service center. To achieve this goal, security services and management must be able to span multiple domains, each domain potentially providing its own and independently set security policy, identity, models, and so on. Architectures must explicitly document the assumptions and limitations made in terms of span of control.

- Design for consumability.
  All security services must be easily used by a variety of audiences. This includes programmers who develop and integrate applications with the security services, management systems that create, update, and manage security policies and other security artifacts, and people who manage security activities, audit security activities, and request access to protected resources.

- Multiple levels of protection.

  Defense in depth is a general principle, which can be achieved by multiple levels of enforcement and detection. Resources must be designed to protect themselves as a first
layer of defense. Intrusions can be contained through isolation and zoning. Multiple levels also minimize the attack surface to the outer-most accessible layer. Least privilege is a similar fundamental principle. Finally, the system should incorporate fail-safe principles.

- Separation of security management, enforcement, and accountability.
  Security management services (identity, authorization, audit, and so on) are provided through a dedicated and shared security infrastructure, enabling consistent monitoring and enforcement. The enforcement itself (through cryptography, policy enforcement, or physical isolation) is typically distributed and kept close to the resources.

- Security-critical resources must be aware of their security context.
  Resources and actors are kept aware of their environment (including physical location and logical co-location) and their security status and context.

- Security is model-driven.
  Models are reflective of the operating environment, common models, and consistent formats for identity and trust, data, policy, applications, security information and events, and cryptographic keys. Models are consistently interpreted across the stack (for example, network identities are linked to application-level identities) and across units (for example, policies and trust are negotiated and understood within a federation). Models are consistently validated against reality (feedback from policy and model discovery).

- Consistency in approaches, mechanisms, and software components.
  Two independent layers of protection for one resource might improve security. But using two different mechanisms for the same purpose for two resources increases the chances that at least one of them gets broken (plus, they increase management impact).

  The IBM Security Blueprint lists the preferred standards and mechanisms.

This concludes the overview of the IBM Security Blueprint. In the next section, we discuss the components of the IBM Security Blueprint in more detail.
In this section we explain the IBM Security Blueprint in more detail by discussing the components and subcomponents of the IBM Security Blueprint.

The components in the IBM Security Blueprint describe the common security capabilities needed in any IT environment to manage IT security risks. Like the other elements of the IBM Security Blueprint, the components describe these security capabilities in vendor and product agnostic terms, using common, accepted industry definitions.

Each component is described in terms of the services that it provides, which can be combined with other components to create solution patterns. Key work products and artifacts for each component are also described, along with relevant industry standards.

The component descriptions often, but not always, correspond to market segments and product offerings. However, in many cases, a product offering might encompass multiple components. The intent of the components is not to describe a product or service taxonomy, but to provide a product and vendor agnostic way to describe IT security capabilities.

The components are organized into two layers. The Foundational Security Management components comprise the first layer. Each component is decomposed into a set of more detailed subcomponent descriptions. A set of key components in the Security Services and Infrastructure is identified on a second layer. While this section provides many details about the first layer, the second, more supportive layer is discussed more briefly because many terms should be familiar to the information technology (IT) security professional.
2.1 Foundational Security Management

In this section we explain the Foundational Security Management components of the IBM Blueprint and how they work together to govern the policies and deployed security capabilities in a way that supports the business objectives. Furthermore, we introduce their respective subcomponents.

The set of Foundational Security Management components form a closed loop management system. Figure 2-1 depicts the continues risk management cycle as it has to be practiced for comprehensive security management. Command and Control Management sets security directives and objectives, which are used by Security Policy Management to produce and set the policies and standards that have to be adhered to in the other functional areas of security, as they are represented on the right side of Figure 2-1.

Also, Security Policy Management delivers the compliance metrics as input to Risk and Compliance Assessment, which receives the security events and artifacts that are generated by the more IT delivery-centric security components. Next, Risk and Compliance Assessment combines these events and artifacts to match them with the compliance metrics to produce compliance reports and also to derive a related risk posture, both of which can serve as input into Command and Control Management, so the information can be used for further adjustments to directives and objectives.

Figure 2-1 also shows the security domains of the IBM Security Framework next to the respective matching Foundational Security Management services. The Command and Control Management, Security Policy Management, and Risk and Compliance Management components together reflect the Governance, Risk, and Compliance domain of the IBM Security Framework, the others have a one-to-one matching domain, with the exception of the
Application and Process domain, which is matched by the Software, Systems, and Service Assurance component and the IT Service Management component.

In the next section we provide further details about the Foundational Security Management components by deconstructing them into their subcomponents and listing the related common security infrastructure components.

2.2 Subcomponents

For each of the components on the Foundational Security Management layer, the IBM Security Blueprint provides a further deconstruction into subcomponents, as well as an alignment of key Security Services and Infrastructure components, which are essential to a given component in the Foundational Security Management layer. These components are presented in the following order:

- Command and Control Management
- Security Policy Management
- Risk and Compliance Assessment
- Identity, Access and Entitlement Management
- Data and Information Protection Management
- Software, System and Service Assurance
- Threat and Vulnerability Management
- IT Service Management
- Physical Asset Management

2.2.1 Command and Control Management

The Command and Control Management component provides the command center for security management and the operational security capabilities for non-IT assets and services to ensure protection, response, continuity, and recovery. It covers many topics, such as:

- Approving authority for security
- Ensuring that physical and operational security is maintained for locations, assets, humans, environments, and utilities
- Providing surveillance and monitoring of locations, perimeters, and areas
- Enforcing entry controls
- Providing for positioning, tracking, and identification of humans and assets
- Providing a focal point for continuity and recovery operations

Command and Control Management encompasses situational awareness and reacting to urgent security issues. It also includes the ability to observe and react to long-term trends. In both cases, Command and Control Management includes the ability to trigger and initiate reactive and proactive changes in IT security.
Command and Control Management might utilize other Foundational Security Management services and can serve as the control point for them when knowledge, approval, situational analysis, risk mitigation, and delegation of authority decisions are needed. Figure 2-2\(^1\) shows an overview of Command and Control Management components and the related components from the Security Services and Infrastructure layer.

**Figure 2-2 Command and Control Management subcomponents**

Command and Control Management consists of the following subcomponents:

- Supervisory Control and Delegation of Authority
- Command Center
- Security Strategy
- Continuity and Recovery

These functional components are described separately to ensure that separation of duties can be achieved.

**Supervisory Control and Delegation of Authority**

Similar to the concept of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition\(^2\) (SCADA) systems in physical plants and industrial centers, this component represents the supervisory roles in information security management. This component includes the concepts of delegating authority for IT security to appropriate people and roles in the organization and remotely managing the IT security infrastructure.

As part of its supervisory duties, this component owns the responsibility for security as a whole and also for ensuring that policies, standards, and procedures comply with relevant elements of criminal, civil, administrative, and regulatory law to minimize adverse legal consequences.

This component is concerned with making sure that personnel and executives are safe and secure while on site or travelling for the company and knowing to whom authority should be delegated if a person becomes incapacitated or otherwise unavailable.

---

\(^1\) Gray boxes in Figure 2-2 and other diagrams represent services or components that are not required for a respective tasks.

\(^2\) To learn more about SCADA see [http://www.cpni.gov.uk/ProtectingYourAssets/scada.aspx](http://www.cpni.gov.uk/ProtectingYourAssets/scada.aspx).
Command Center
The Command Center represents the service organization unit needed to respond to immediate physical or IT security threats, either through automated responses or scripted scenarios. It also encompasses the development and deployment of crisis management procedures.

The command center is also the focal point for managing communication to external organizations such as Emergency Management Services, fire, police, and other law enforcement agencies.

Security Strategy
The Security Strategy is closely aligned to the overall business strategy and, hence, Command and Control Management is the lead-in for business directives and thus owns responsibility for security strategy management.

Security strategy determines the overall direction of security and security-related compliance, it determines the level of security and protection targets that must be achieved, and it sets the overall boundaries for applicable controls to be deployed to meet the targets.

Continuity and Recovery
Continuity and Recovery represents a service applying a specialized set of skills, processes, and technology to recover from a major unexpected disruption or a disaster in service.

These services include emergency planning activities such as training of employees, escalation procedures, phone lists, procedures, and guidelines for all major types of emergencies, and classification of potential hazards. The services include the coordination of business continuity, that is, keeping the business running during and after a disaster with significant impact on key resources, as well as the coordination of disaster recovery (that is, re-establishing the key resources to a normal operations level).

Security Services and Infrastructure components
The following Security Services and Infrastructure components are key to effective 2.2.1, “Command and Control Management” on page 25 (depicted as blue-shaded objects in Figure 2-2 on page 26):

- Identity, Access, and Entitlement Infrastructure
  
The Identity, Access, and Entitlement Infrastructure is used by all services in 2.2.1, “Command and Control Management” on page 25, to delegate authority by authorizing appointed personnel to receive respective access rights.

- Security Policy Infrastructure
  
  Security Policy Infrastructure is a key component for 2.2.1, “Command and Control Management” on page 25, as it provides access to the policy documents and also allows the security policy owners (the actors behind all four Command and Control Management services) to review and approve policies after confirming that their initially intended Security Service Levels are correctly reflected in the policies. The Security Policy Infrastructure is also used by the services to provide amendment requests to the policies if required.

- Security Information and Event Infrastructure
  
  The Security Information and Event Infrastructure enables the services of Command and Control Management to retrieve security and event information. This can be valuable when the command center needs to confirm ad hoc occurrences of specific events during crisis management or in discussions with authorities.
Service Management Infrastructure

The Service Management Infrastructure is fundamental to Command and Control Management because it relies on the Service Management Infrastructure to coordinate communication to other foundational security services. The personnel associated with the Command and Control Management services are also actors in the Service Management Infrastructure processes. For instance, a change with an impact on security might have to be approved by Supervisory Control and Delegation of Authority if the authority for approval of a specific level of changes (such as a major update to the security architecture of the network perimeter) has not been properly delegated and, hence, is above the clipping level of established delegations.

Policies

Policies are important to the Command and Controls Management services as they, like all other foundational security services, adhere to policies irrelevant of the fact that the directions that are reflected in the policies had their origin in command and controls management itself. Specific examples for policies include policies around delegation of approval authorities and related clipping levels, in addition to escalation paths.

Security Service Levels

Security Service Levels are the key output of Command and Control Management and, hence, are the most important data item for the Foundational Security Management services.

Identities and Attributes

Identities and Attributes define the roles within the organization used in describing policies developed in Command and Control Management.

Operational Context

Operational Context refers to the existing procedures and policies being followed in the IT organization so that Command and Control Management decisions can be made in a way that minimizes additional burden and disruption to the IT organization.

Data Repositories and Classifications

Data Repositories and Classifications describe the information assets that are subject to the policies developed by Command and Control Management. Information assets have varying degrees of requirements for protecting confidentiality, availability, and integrity.

Events and Logs

Events and Logs represent the evidence needed to assess the completeness and correctness of the security controls and to provide information that helps detect fraud and out of process changes to the environment.

2.2.2 Security Policy Management

Security Policy Management provides services and repositories to author, discover, analyze, transform, distribute, and evaluate IT security policies. This component represents a focal point for transforming security requirements needed to mitigate business risks into an IT perspective, which can then be consumed and enforced by the IT infrastructure.
Figure 2-3 shows an overview of Security Policy Management subcomponents and the related components from the Security Services and Infrastructure layer.

Security Policy Management consists of the following subcomponents:

- Policy Definition
- Policy Administration
- Policy Deployment
- Policy Decision Points
- Policy Enforcement Points

These subcomponents are explained in more detail in the following sections.

**Policy Definition**

The Policy Definition subcomponent represents the ability to represent an IT security policy in human-readable terms, a machine-readable format, or both. It represents the translation of security directives and objectives—as derived by the Command and Control Management from the business security requirements—into actions that can be taken and enforced in the IT landscape. The policies are in scope on all levels and include the top-level security directive, underlying general security policies, deriving more technical policies and platform-specific security standards, in addition to related guidelines and procedures.

The Policy Definition is responsible for capturing the context and background of the IT security policy by tracking the upstream policy documents that influence it or rationalize and justify it.

**Policy Administration**

Policy Administration addresses the human-oriented workflow processes within the policy life cycle management, which includes the create, modify, and maintenance tasks for policies over time. It also addresses the need to manage multiple versions of a policy and transition from one to another over time.
Within the realm of Policy Administration, the policies are approved, announced, published, and commenced as part of Policy Deployment. Also, related activities for this subcomponent include policy education and security awareness.

**Policy Deployment**

As part of the policy life cycle management, business policies are refined to service-specific policies such as security, performance indicators and metrics, and trust policies. The security policies that result need to be translated and distributed to the technical enforcement and decision points.

For machine-readable policies, the policies are defined centrally and are distributed to the enforcement points in a canonical format (for example XACML, WS-Policy, or WS-SecurityPolicy). The binding information to enforce the policies is also distributed appropriately. These policies are often then transformed at the enforcement point to a local representation so that they can be enforced.

**Policy Decision Points**

Policy Decision Points (PDPs) represent the capability to evaluate a request and make a decision about whether the request is conformant to a policy. In certain cases, all the information needed to make the decision is contained within the request itself. In other cases, external context information is needed. Sometimes, the sources of context information are called Policy Information Points (PIPs).

There are important issues affecting the placement of PDPs in an IT environment. Centralization of the PDPs reduces administrative burdens and potential errors during deployment. Centralization of the PDPs also enables a PDP to serve multiple enforcement points. However, PDPs are often tightly bound to the Policy Enforcement Points for performance reasons.

**Policy Enforcement Points**

Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs) take action based on whether the request conforms to policy. The action might be an enforcement action, permitting or denying the request. The PEP might also monitor, log, and raise alerts without affecting the request.

**Security Services and Infrastructure components**

The following Security Services and Infrastructure components are key to effective Security Policy Management (depicted as blue-shaded objects in Figure 2-3 on page 29):

- **Security Policy Infrastructure**
  
  The Security Policy Infrastructure is the key component for Security Policy Management, as it provides the containers for the various policies, related standards, procedures, and guidelines. It can automate the workflow for the various administration activities and the deployment and the communication with Policy Decision Points and Policy Enforcement Points.

- **Service Management Infrastructure**
  
  The Service Management Infrastructure provides the communication and coordination channels for Security Policy Management to reach all delivery units, which might not belong to security management, but perform some security delivery function and, hence, have to adhere to security policies. Also, this infrastructure component provides the capability to deploy and implement policy updates in line with standardized change and release structures.
Security Service Levels

Security Service Levels represent the key input source for Security Policy Management as they set the overall targets that must be decomposed in more detail and then reflected in policy directions and related standards.

Policies

Policies represent the key output of Security Policy Management and the most frequented data item for Policy Administration, Policy Decision Points, and Policy Enforcement Points.

Operational Context

Operational Context is important for the policy definition service in Security Policy Management. The policies set for an environment should be achievable to a large extent, so it is important to establish the targeted controls documented in the policies with consideration of their achievability and their appropriateness. The Operational Context provides essential input for related evaluations of controls. This also helps to avoid the situation in which a policy would have to be accompanied with many policy exceptions to stay in control of the deviations of the deployed operational environment from the intended (and practically unachievable) state set out in the policies. An unnecessary number of exceptions also requires a lot of avoidable administrative effort and leads to inefficient Security Policy Management, so evaluating the Operational Context thoroughly during the design of the policies helps to establish adequate policies and avoid situation in which policies take the form of a pure theoretical documentation.

The Operational Context is also important in Policy Administration and in Policy Deployment. Even when care is given to establish appropriate, practical, achievable control requirements in the policies, exceptions in an operational environment are unavoidable. Such exceptions can derive, for instance, from the lack of support of a given control by a particular system. While compliance can be achieved in such a case, an exception is documented to capture the particular deviation from the policy and the refined requirement of compensating controls for the particular deviation. To perform these actions, the Operational Context must be examined.

Data Repositories and Classifications

Equally as important as the Operational Context, Security Policy Management services depend on reviewing and understanding the Data Repositories and Classifications. The Policy Definition service requires the structuring of the data repositories and identifying the confidentiality, integrity, and availability requirements of data repositories. Based on this, a sufficient yet manageable set of classifications of information assets has to be defined, and for each of the classifications the related security control requirements must be set in the designed policies. As explained in the Operational Context bullet above, the Data Repositories and Classifications are also examined as part of Policy Administration for the evaluation of exceptions from policy-mandated controls usually required for a given data repository in cases in which such controls cannot be maintained for technical or business reasons.

Identities and Attributes

Besides the Operational Context, Data Repositories and Classifications, Identities and Attributes represent another data item that has to be fully understood to define appropriate policies for a given environment. While the Operational Context helps to evaluate the environment from a business and technical infrastructure perspective, and Data Repositories and Classifications help to understand it from a data and information perspective, Identities and Attributes provides the perspective onto an environment with a focus on users, administrators, and other actioners in the environment.

Like with the two aforementioned components, Identities and Attributes are taken as input to the activities of security control design in the Policy Definition service and also are used to set security requirements for these identities and the related attributes. Also, the
ongoing Policy Administration service will use Identities and Attributes and its evolvement throughout operations to adapt policies with new or amended requirements to address identified operational security issues and to perform continued security improvement.

- **Events and Logs**

  Events and Logs are important because they allow verification of completion of Security Policy Management activities, which have been performed with the help of the Security Policy Infrastructure. From this perspective, the Events and Logs serve as evidential records about activities (for instance, whether a specific control has received review and approval from stakeholders as part of Policy Administration activities before it is published in an updated security policy). But also from a perspective of Policy Definition, Events and Logs can be a helpful source of information. Alongside the traditional qualitative analysis of Operational Context, Data Repositories and Classifications, and Identities and Attributes when defining appropriate controls in the security policies, event and log data from the environment can be used to identify actions and behavior that happen in that environment. This allows for prioritization, especially in cases in which an environment is already in operation, but to a certain extent the security policy definition lags behind. When following security management approaches by the book, such situations should not exist (that is, no environment should go into operation without first defining adequate security policies, but in reality this is not always the case). Deriving the actions that caused specific events and log records (or combinations thereof) and examining the security requirements for these actions can be helpful, especially in situations in which information about the environment is not available or fully understood, deriving security-critical actions from Events and Logs help to find a start to fix situations in which an environment lacks security policies.

- **IT Security Knowledge**

  IT Security Knowledge for Security Policy Management services includes general knowledge about how to create and maintain effective security policies, and also requires technical understanding of the security controls provided for various platforms, in case specific security standards for these technical platforms have to be established to provide clearer direction towards the implementation of respective policies. Also, general knowledge about well-established industry regulations and standards as well as about data privacy regulations in the various legal contexts in which an organization operates is required to better translate related directives and objectives coming from the business via Command and Control Management into the respective policies.

### 2.2.3 Risk and Compliance Assessment

Risk and Compliance Assessment enables the IT organization to collect, analyze, and report security information and security events to identify, quantify, assess, and report on IT-related risks that might contribute to an organization’s operational risk. This component covers risk aggregation and reporting, IT security risk processes, business controls management, resiliency and continuity management, compliance reporting, and legal discovery services.
Figure 2-4 shows an overview of the Risk and Compliance Assessment subcomponents and the related components from the Security Services and Infrastructure layer.

Risk and Compliance Assessment consists of the following subcomponents:

- **Compliance Management**
- **Risk Management**
- **Evidence Management**
- **Supervisory Services**

These four services are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

**Compliance Management**

Compliance Management covers all activities related to overlooking and driving the security compliance state of the IT environment.

**Compliance Monitoring**

Compliance Monitoring refers to observation of the environment to identify gaps between the actual operations, the internal policies and standards, and the requirements as they derive from external industry regulations, laws, and orders.

**Compliance Auditing**

Compliance Auditing refers to the ability to match event sources and their event streams to compliance reporting requirements for IT security and produce reports based on those event streams, either periodically or on demand as part of an audit. Managing the association between the event sources reports and the compliance reporting requirement is a key capability of this component. Also, compliance requirements often impose record retention requirements on audit data, which might be different than the retention requirements for the
event streams in the IT environment in general. From an IT operations perspective, the event streams are more short lived, while data that supports compliance audits might have a life span of multiple years.

**Compliance Controlling**
Compliance Controlling stands for the continuous work that is contributed by IT security compliance experts throughout the various parts of an organization, focusing mostly on two key activities:

- Compliance support
- Compliance tracking

*Compliance support* refers to providing advice and guidance to those who are not necessarily compliance experts, but whose activities are subject to compliance. For example, compliance experts work with a business unit to help them prepare for an upcoming audit or to help during an audit. Similar to an attorney of law in court, a compliance expert can help an audited business unit with the preparation of paperwork requested by the auditors or in the preparation of audit interview partners for their meeting with the auditors.

The other aspect of Compliance Controlling is *compliance tracking*, which covers the structured documentation of follow-up activities after an audit and the progress of these activities until closure. The activities are either determined by the auditor directly or are derived by an analysis of audit results as those actions, which have to be implemented to mitigate identified compliance and security issues.

Compliance Controlling is a continuous process (before, during, and after the audit) and, hence, requires substantial ongoing efforts of a well-functioning compliance regime in an organization.

**Compliance Reporting**
Compliance Reporting refers to the ability to summarize analyzed event data and other security-relevant information for the specific use of demonstrating compliance. Most often, reporting is used to assess regulatory compliance or compliance with security service level agreements and overall compliance performance of the IT environment. From an internal security perspective, Compliance Reporting is most commonly used to demonstrate control over security policies and to identify trends in security compliance.

**Risk Management**
Risk Management covers all activities related to overlooking and driving the security risk posture of the IT environment.

**Risk Identification**
Risk Identification refers to the ability to discover, recognize, and verify the existence of specific risks. It also encompasses the structuring of risk by mapping it into clearly defined classification schemes that can be specific to the industry or even to the risk taxonomy of an individual organization.

**Risk Analysis**
Risk Analysis refers to activities related to the categorization, qualification, or quantification of the likelihood and impact of risks. It also covers the investigation of connections, dependencies, and correlations among various risks.

**Risk Controlling**
Risk Controlling covers the determination of activities that can be used to address given risks. The valid activities can range from risk acceptance over different approaches of risk
Risk Controlling also includes the determination of costs for such activities and the identification of potential risk and risk mitigation owners and actors. Another important part of Risk Controlling is tracking the status of identified and agreed risk mitigation activities until their closure.

**Risk Reporting**

Similar to Compliance Reporting, Risk Reporting refers to the ability to summarize analyzed risk data and other risk-relevant information and to provide different levels of detail about the security risk posture to different parts of the organization as input for further analysis and processing.

To a certain degree, Risk Reporting is also used as input into Compliance Reporting, because certain regulations might require that an organization provides information about key risk events to its stakeholders (for example, banks have to inform regulatory authorities about their operational risk, which also includes their security risk posture). From an internal security perspective, Risk Reporting is most commonly used to help make the correct decisions for investments in risk mitigation activities and to track the progress for these activities.

**Evidence Management**

Evidence Management covers services that are related to capturing and securing information in a form that can be used as legal evidence in court or that has to be preserved for other legal reasons.

**Digital Forensics**

Digital Forensics refers to the ability to retrieve and preserve the state of IT components that are subject to a legal investigation. In certain cases, forensics simply involves preserving the state of a system for future reference. In other cases, forensics requires the recreation of events that lead to the state of a particular component. For example, email is often subject to e-discovery requests in legal proceedings, and many organizations must be able to enforce deletion holds on email to prevent their destruction when subject to discovery proceedings.

As another example, a time line of configuration changes for a database might need to be recreated to identify why it failed and who authorized the changes that caused the failure.

Forensics investigations can be initiated internally or as part of a legal proceeding. When forensics investigations are initiated as part of legal proceedings, additional security issues can come into play, such as completeness and accuracy of the collected data, and chain of custody issues. The chain of custody issues cover situations in which data is transferred from one IT component to another or from one individual to another.

**Fraud Detection**

Fraud Detection covers the analysis of information and events within the IT environment relating to unsolicited business-level activity. Usually, Fraud Detection addresses the review of security information and events for a specific combination of occurrences, which not only indicate the abuse of user rights or bypassing of access controls in a pure policy context, but are targeted to perform fraudulent activities in a criminal and legal context.

**Records Management**

Records Management refers to the industry term that addresses the legal requirement to capture and keep specific records about business transactions and communications for potential submission as incriminating or discharging evidence.
Supervisory Services
Supervisory Services in Risk and Compliance Management provide monitoring, alerting, and analysis across all areas of compliance, risk, and evidence management.

Security and Compliance Dashboard
Like other business-related dashboards, the Security and Compliance Dashboard refers to a set of web interfaces to display the most current relevant reporting information for IT security events and the status and completeness of compliance efforts. Dashboards are based on event streams that have been collected over a period of time.

Analytics Services
Analytics Services help to find trends in correlated events and to make decisions based on the trends found. For example, an event analytics engine might match authorization events against human resources employee records to detect the use of orphaned accounts for people who have left the company, possibly indicating an attack from an ex-employee, or the use of a shared ID that is disallowed by corporate security policy.

In another example, a business activity monitoring control might require that each invoice be paired with an authorized purchase order. There might be multiple channels for purchase orders to come into the order system, each with a business event monitor sending purchase order events to the event correlator. Likewise, there might be two channels for invoices to be entered into the order system, each monitored by a business control that sends invoice events to the correlator. The event correlator might group these events into pairs based on the purchase order number, but emit a higher level invalid invoice event if it holds an invoice for more than 24 hours without receiving a corresponding purchase order event. The analytics engine can look for common patterns in the invalid invoice events and raise alerts to the appropriate departments or business control personnel.

Security Services and Infrastructure components
The following Security Services and Infrastructure components are key for an effective Risk and Compliance Assessment (depicted as blue-shaded objects in Figure 2-4 on page 33):

- Security Information and Event Infrastructure
  The Security Information and Event Infrastructure is an important element for the Risk and Compliance Assessment, because it can help collect and provide information about events in a synthesized, consolidated, platform-independent, and less technical format. The aggregation of security logs and subsequent derivation of security information, which now is understandable by less technical people on the business level, is provided to the Risk and Compliance Assessment services to further analyze data in a risk context (that is, in terms of probability and business impact). In the context of Compliance Management, the Security Information and Event Infrastructure can help produce reports that are specifically designed for compliance to particular regulation and legal requirements. This infrastructure component also provides a substantial part of the evidence that has to be gathered and analyzed by the Evidence Management services.

  Besides providing services for the Risk and Compliance Assessment, the Security Information and Event Infrastructure itself is also subject to Risk and Compliance Assessment.

- Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure
  The Identity, Access and Entitlement infrastructure is used by the Risk and Compliance Assessment services to analyze risk and compliance posture pertaining to insufficient separation of duty. Also, this infrastructure is used by the Risk and Compliance Assessment services to identify, verify, and further investigate activities of events resulting from malicious user behavior.
Besides providing services for the Risk and Compliance Assessment, the Identity, Access, and Entitlement Infrastructure itself is also subject to Risk and Compliance Assessment.

- **Security Policy Infrastructure**

  The Security Policy Infrastructure provides structured access to the security policies and standards of an IT organization. Ideally, this infrastructure serves as the sole instance for compliance requirements and, thus, provides compliance-related information in an end-to-end fashion. End-to-end in this context implicates that the Security Policy Infrastructure must cover all possible applications and platforms and provide proper cross-referencing between the various compliance-related documents and, ideally, the individual requirements in these documents. The Security Policy Infrastructure should follow the usual pyramid structure of a compliance documentation framework, with the top-level security policy and more detailed security policies and corresponding technical security standards underneath.

  As policies and standards develop and change over time, the Security Policy Infrastructure is not only able to provide a snapshot of the policy framework at a given point in time, but it supports the evolution of policies and standards. It allows the recording of the state of approval for a given policy at a given point in time and provides convenient ways to examine differences between various compliance requirements. This can help identify and resolve potential contradictions between policies to prevent misunderstandings about the direction or the intent of a compliance requirement.

  Finally, the Security Policy Infrastructure helps you to check whether the policy workflow for defining and establishing security policies and standards has been properly followed. From this perspective, the Security Policy Infrastructure itself must comply with requirements of the policies and standards that it holds and, thus, it is also subject to audits and reviews.

  A policy infrastructure defined in this way can serve as a single consolidated reference of the intended state of compliance for any organization. It can be the key to an efficient security and compliance management implementation.

- **Cryptography, Key, and Certificate Infrastructure**

  The Cryptography, Key, and Certificate Infrastructure provides the capability to perform cryptographic operations. As such, it is not directly used by the Risk and Compliance Assessment services. However, many organizations that utilize the Cryptography, Key, and Certificate Infrastructure have to abide by rigid laws and regulations on encryption key lengths and methods. That is why the Cryptography, Key, and Certificate Infrastructure is an area that needs to be thoroughly assessed by the Compliance Management pillar.

- **Service Management Infrastructure**

  Risk and Compliance Assessment services operate under an agreed-upon Service Management Infrastructure and must utilize the services provided by that infrastructure. For example, accessing and transferring evidence from audited machines must be performed in line with the change management process (for instance, they must utilize proper change management ticketing and approval, and thus use the Service Management Infrastructure). Equally important, Evidence Management activities have to be performed in line with incident and problem management processes and utilize the related parts of the Service Management Infrastructure (for instance, mechanisms provided for incident and problem logs).

- **Storage Security**

  Storage Security is tied to Risk and Compliance Assessment both from a direct and from an indirect perspective.
From a direct perspective, Storage Security is a target of many Risk and Compliance Assessment services. This means that Storage Security is assessed and examined by these services.

From an indirect perspective, Storage Security is heavily utilized by all five aforementioned management infrastructures (that is, Security Policy Management Infrastructure, Event and Log Management Infrastructure, Cryptographic Key Management Infrastructure, Identity and Access Management Infrastructure, and Service Management Infrastructure) required by the Risk and Compliance Assessment services. Risk Management, Compliance Management, and Evidence Management have high requirements for the integrity on stored data.

- **Host and Endpoint Security**

  Host and Endpoint Security provides an indirect service to the Risk and Compliance Assessment component via the five security management infrastructures because all the infrastructure components run on actual hosts and use endpoints. Host and Endpoint Security is important for these management infrastructures to function. Several of those important services include agents and collectors that have to be distributed to the hosts and endpoints for the security management and aggregation layer infrastructure to be able to serve their purpose.

  From a direct perspective, Host and Endpoint Security is a key examination point for Risk, Compliance, and Evidence Management services. Besides managing security aspects for physical systems, Host and Endpoint Security includes security configuration details for operating systems, middleware, software packages that provide a distinct security function, like antivirus software, personal firewalls, host intrusion detection and prevention systems, and hard disk, file or mail encryption software.

- **Application Security**

  Application Security provides many events and logs that have to be analyzed for risk and compliance. Because it is the closest, most used interface to the business user, it is important that it be examined for Compliance Management and Evidence Management, especially for fraudulent activities.

- **Network Security**

  Like many of the other technical platforms, network components and traffic provides a wide range of traces of events and general activities, which are considered important factors for all Risk and Compliance Assessment services.

- **Physical Security**

  Physical Security, like the security of any of the technical platforms, can consist of a wide range of security controls that have to be functional to fulfill compliance requirements in mitigate risks and retain evidence.

  Physical Security is essential because information that must be protected does not only exist in electronic forms, but also in traditional non-electronic forms. Good security practices require the management of the risks, compliance, and related evidence in the physical domain as well.

- **Security Service Levels**

  Because the Security Service Levels provide the background for the policies, Risk and Compliance Assessment services can use them to understand and resolve potential different interpretations and ambiguities in the security controls as well as the security control objectives defined in the policies and, hence, in the measurement of compliance.

  Also, Security Service Levels can be examined by Risk and Compliance Assessment services to evaluate whether they can cause risks by themselves and need to be adjusted.
Chapter 2. The components of the IBM Security Blueprint

► Code and Images

Code and Images are used to identify potential sources of risk and of non-compliance. Those risk and non-compliance issues might only surface on systems that are in production, but the issues have their origin in flaws in the source code and the base images. Comprehensive security policies typically define requirements and controls onto the source code and image composition themselves, so that Risk and Compliance Assessment services have to assess them before they are being put into production.

► Designs

Designs are important to Risk and Compliance Assessment services because they are used as (often graphical) representation systems, users, and processes and their relationships. Such representation must reflect the respective security policies, standards, and directives. Risk and Compliance Assessment services assess the designs and architectures for risks and for compliance within policy and regulatory requirements and also use them as reference for an intended state of something that has been implemented. In other words, Risk and Compliance Assessment services must verify whether the designs are in line with security and compliance requirements, and then again whether the implemented environment is in line with this verified design.

► Policies

One of the primary inputs into Risk and Compliance Assessment are the Policies. They define the compliance metrics that are used to identify non-compliance for many systems and services. Compliance Management assesses compliance of the IT environment by identifying and examining differences between actual and intended compliance values defined in the compliance metrics. Risk Management assesses the compliance metrics and the target values for the adequacy for mitigating related risks to the level set by Command and Control Management as acceptable.

► Configuration Information and Registry

The Configuration Information and Registry contains settings that have to be implemented to meet security controls defined in the policies. Compliance Management uses this information to verify that the security controls are properly implemented and, thus, compliance requirements are met. Risk Management assesses the configuration for the technical appropriateness of the settings to verify that risk mitigation targets are met. Evidence Management assesses the Configuration Information and Registry for any suspicious unauthorized changes that might allow fraudulent activities. Evidence Management also collects evidence about the security state of the IT environment to the extent as this is required from a legal perspective.

► Identities and Attributes

Directories contain important information about people's identities along with other key attributes, which is used to control access to data and other resources. Hence, major efforts within the Risk and Compliance Assessment services are focused on checking the compliance posture and the risks deriving from errors in Identities and Attributes. While the Identity, Access and Entitlement Management infrastructure is assessed from the perspective of procedural compliance, the Identities and Attributes are assessed from a perspective of factual or conclusive compliance. Both in combination can also reveal whether the Identity, Access and Entitlement Management services function as designed or whether they have been bypassed to make changes on Identities and Attributes. The Evidence Management services require access to Identities and Attributes to gather evidence about identities that have been used to perform potentially malicious behavior.

Besides assessing the technical compliance and related risks in the area of identity and access management, Risk and Compliance Assessment services assess identity and attributes information also from a more organizational perspective. In other words, the risk and compliance experts must not only check and verify whether technical settings for
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access administration are correct, but also whether the entitlements of a given user for a given resource are appropriate from a compliance and risk perspective. For instance, information access should not be granted to a user with specific identity features like nationality, security clearance, or location of that user. In another example, the information might be classified so that it cannot be changed by one user alone (four-eye-principle).

► Operational Context
The Operational Context can influence whether a given activity and, hence, related events are compliant or non-compliant. That is why the Operational Context has to be reviewed by Risk and Compliance Assessment services to come to correct conclusions towards compliance and evidential material and towards risk.

An example for such influence can be the execution of privileged activities with an unrestricted account. While an administrator might be granted—from a technical perspective—unrestricted access to a system, this administrator should only use a limited subset of commands to perform a given change. Hence, the execution of other privileged commands not related to this particular change, although still being perfectly OK for a different task, could be discovered by checking the Operational Context.

► IT Security Knowledge
Defining appropriate risk categories and applying security risk thinking requires specific experience and IT Security Knowledge. IT Security Knowledge for Risk and Compliance Assessment also includes detailed understanding of compliance and regulatory standards.

► Data Repositories and Classification
Data repositories are increasingly incorporating access control mechanisms to create an access control point as close to the data as possible. The classifications of the data in repositories must be compliant and set in a way that can possibly reduce risk to an acceptable level. Also, as evidential data has to be stored in data repositories (even if the repositories are taken offline), the access and the classification of this data is paramount to keeping them admissible for any legal activities.

2.2.4 Identity, Access and Entitlement Management

Identity, Access and Entitlement Management provides services related to roles and identities, access rights, and entitlements. The proper use of these services can ensure that access to resources has been given to the correct identities, at the correct time, and for the correct purpose. These services can also ensure that access to resources is monitored and audited for unauthorized or unacceptable use.
Figure 2-5 shows an overview of Risk and Compliance Assessment subcomponents and the related components from the Security Services and Infrastructure layer.

**Foundational Security Management Component and Sub-Components**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trust Management</th>
<th>Identity Lifecycle</th>
<th>Credential Management</th>
<th>Role and Entitlement Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enrollment Services</td>
<td>Identity Issuing</td>
<td>Credential Provisioning</td>
<td>Role Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofing Services</td>
<td>Identity Provisioning</td>
<td>Identity and Attribute Services</td>
<td>Role Discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity Resolution</td>
<td>Identity Recertification</td>
<td>Credential and Token Exchange Services</td>
<td>Role and Entitlement Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation Services</td>
<td>Identity Revocation</td>
<td>Single Sign On Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Security Services and Infrastructure**

- Security Info and Event Infrastructure
- Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure
- Security Policy Infrastructure
- Crypto, Key and Certificate Infrastructure
- Service Management Infrastructure
- Storage Security
- Host and End-point Security
- Application Security
- Network Security
- Physical Security

---

Identity, Access and Entitlement Management consists of the following subcomponents:

- Trust Management
- Identity Lifecycle
- Credential Management
- Role and Entitlement Management

These services are explained in the next sections.

**Trust Management**

Trust Management refers to the activities needed to improve the reliability of identity management systems to ensure that credentials are issued to the correct people.

**Enrollment Services**

Enrollment Services cover the act of collecting initial documentation from the person who wants to be issued a credential, including things like birth certificates and other source documents. It might also involve collecting biometric and biographic information.

**Proofing Services**

Proofing Services are the processes and technology for verifying all the information collected from the individual with the enrollment services. In addition to verifying information against authoritative sources, it might also include using identity analytics to detect fraudulent applications.
Identity Resolution Services
Identity Resolution Services cover the processes and techniques to identify multiple records for the same person, whether by accident or fraud, and to resolve them into a single record for a single person.

Reputation Services
Reputation Services involves tracking an individual’s actions over time, collecting data about the opinions others have of those actions either from other individuals or rating systems, and publishing an assessment of the opinions either publicly or to the subject individual as a feedback mechanism.

Identity Life cycle
The Identity Life cycle spans from the initial creation over specific events during the life of an identity through to the final deletion of an identity. The key elements of the Identity Life cycle are explained in the following sections.

Identity Provisioning
Identity Provisioning covers the processes and technology used to create the credential that will be used when issuing an identity token (for example, national ID card) and registering the credential to systems that need to authenticate the credential.

Identity Issuing
Identity Issuing covers the processes and technology used to create the physical components of the credential and securely deliver them to the owning individual.

Identity Recertification
Identity Recertification refers to the processes and technology used to re-validate a credential that has already been issued. In certain cases, this means updating the credential itself. For example, a digital certificate has expired and another one has to be issued. In other cases, the recertification involves re-authorization and presenting proofing materials again.

Identity Revocation
Identity Revocation covers the processes and technologies used to de-certify a credential so that it can no longer be used as an identity token. This can happen through normal expiration processes or be initiated by an outside trigger event. For example, a revoked digital certificate might be published on a certificate revocation list, which is checked by the identity infrastructure.

Credential Management
Credential Management deals with the administration of credential information and related identity information. Besides the handling of credentials in electronic format, credential management also includes the administration of physical credentials, like tokens or badges.

Credential Provisioning
Credential Provisioning covers the activation of the issued credential so that it can be used to validate an individual’s identity, in addition to services for updating, deleting, and managing trusted identity credentials through the entire life cycle.

Identity and Attribute Services
Identity and Attribute Services manage access to local user registries and databases that provide identity information. Typically, identity and attribute services are able to add and delete identity information in addition to reading it.
Identity and attribute services are used by authentication services when evaluating user-presented authentication credentials and to build privilege credentials used by session management services. The privileges are typically based on attributes of a user stored in the Identities and Attributes security service, such as group membership, roles, personal attributes, and so on.

Identities and Attribute services that also manage the attributes about a user are sometimes referred to as identity and attribute services (IdAS).

**Credential and Token Exchange Services**
Credential and Token Exchange Services combine token validation and issuance to convert one type of security token into another. Security tokens are validated in terms of signatures on the token, expected structure, and contents of the token. Token issuance involves creating a new, locally valid token based on the received, validated token. When this new token is returned to the original requestor, the process is referred to as a token exchange. The requestor is in effect exchanging the token that it received on a request for a new token that is locally valid.

**Single Sign-on Services**
Single Sign-on Services implement a set of protocols designed to remove the burden of repeating actions placed on the requestor. Typically, an identity provider can act as a proxy on a requestor's behalf to provide evidence of authentication events to third parties requesting information about the requestor.

These identity providers (IPs) are trusted third parties and need to be trusted by both the person who originates the original request and the online service that allows the requestor to engage in sensitive or high-value transactions.

**Role and Entitlement Management**
Role and Entitlement Management embraces all functional services that relate to the grouping of identities and to the administration of access to information and resources at a group rather than an individual level.

**Role Modeling**
Role Modeling deals with the design of role structures to address requirements as they derive from the business and IT activities. The goal of role modeling is to reduce complexity of actors by grouping them, which can result in the capability to provide and to restrict access to information and other resources more efficiently and is less error prone when enforcing a separation of duties.

**Role Discovery**
Role Discovery refers to the identification of roles and their respective entitlement. The necessary information about roles and entitlements can be gathered either manually by observation and analysis of processes and interviews of the process actioner or process owners. Information can also be captured from systems supporting the processes. User activity, to a certain extent, can be automatically analyzed and structured to derive roles and entitlement patterns.

**Role and Entitlement Administration**
Role and Entitlement Administration deals with the activities around maintaining and updating the role and entitlement structures. It is similar to the management of identifies.
Security Services and Infrastructure components

The following Security Services and Infrastructure components are key to effective Identity, Access and Entitlement Management (depicted as blue-shaded objects in Figure 2-5 on page 41):

- **Security Info and Event Infrastructure**
  Records of access attempts and whether they were granted is one of the most important records of activity for audit purposes, especially access records for privileged users. Policy enforcement points are responsible for generating appropriate audit records for these activities. These records are typically collected by a Security Information and Event Infrastructure for long-term tamper-proof storage, normalization, correlation with other events, and to provide appropriate evidence during audits.

- **Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure**
  The Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure represents the Policy Decision Points and Policy Enforcement Points that make authorization decisions and enforce them during run time.

  The Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure includes access control points to prevent unauthorized access to data, applications, and other IT resources both from a business operations perspective and from an IT administration perspective. These control points are driven by policies and entitlements defined in the Identity, Access and Entitlement Management component in the Foundational Security Management layer.

  The access control points rely on authentication mechanisms in the infrastructure and an identity management provisioning infrastructure that manages the accounts, passwords, public key certificates, and other materials needed for authentication.

  The access control points are also the focal point for monitoring and enforcing segregation of duty policies as defined by the Identity, Access and Entitlement Management component in the Foundational Security Management layer.

- **Security Policy Infrastructure**
  The Security Policy Infrastructure is responsible for taking a common access control policy defined in the Security Policy Management system, transforming it into a format that the Policy Decision Point can interpret, and securely delivering it to the Policy Decision Point.

- **Cryptography, Key and Certificate Infrastructure**
  In many cases, the credentials used in an authentication request have been signed or encrypted so that a Policy Decision Point can properly validate the credentials. The Cryptography, Key and Certificate Infrastructure provides the ability to perform cryptographic operations and signature validation and creation as needed to process authentication requests.

- **Service Management Infrastructure**
  Identity management processes in an organization help manage the entitlements to applications and data, typically using organizational roles as a basis for deciding who is entitled to which resources. The entitlements must be translated into specific credentials on target systems in the runtime environment so that the Policy Enforcement Points know which credentials to grant access and which to deny. The Service Management Infrastructure is responsible for interacting with the user repositories on target systems and creating and modifying the accounts on those systems so that the owner is granted the appropriate access based on his entitlements.

- **Storage Security**
  The Storage Security infrastructure is responsible for protecting storage media from out-of-band attacks, such as theft of media, unauthorized duplication of media, or interception of traffic to and from the storage system. Storage Security relies on Identity,
Access and Entitlement Management to define and manage the administrators and the runtime systems that have access to the storage system.

- **Host and End-point Security**
  Host and End-point Security is tightly integrated with Identity, Access and Entitlement Management. End-point machines, by their nature, are often the initial point of contact with a user and are the first point that a user has the opportunity to authenticate to the IT environment. As a result, credentials established by the end-point often need to be propagated to back-end systems or translated into equivalent credentials used in back-end systems. Likewise, the end-points become a key component for single sign-on services.

- **Application Security**
  As part of their design, applications typically use a set of application-specific roles. These roles define who can interact with an application, and in what way, to access the various services that the application provides. The application platform is typically responsible for defining associations between the application-specific roles and the organizational roles managed by the Identity, Access and Entitlement Management system. These associations are then translated into access control policies that the application platform uses to grant or deny access to the application at run time.

- **Network Security**
  Granting and denying access to the network is a key component of Network Security. Network Security depends on the access, identity, and entitlement management system to manage who is granted access to which parts of the network and to generate the necessary credentials and access control policies for the Network Security infrastructure to use at run time.

- **Physical Security**
  Physical Security increasingly relies on logical access security to protect physical access. The most common examples include access control systems on doors, such as password keypads, biometric scanners, or badge readers. In many cases, these access control systems require that access be granted on a per-person basis. In these cases, the Physical Security systems rely on the Identity, Access and Entitlement Management system to manage the identities and entitlements (who can access which parts of the physical facility) in an organization.

- **Security Service Levels**
  The security service level agreements set objectives for managing access to key applications, data, networks, and physical facilities, in addition to the reporting and auditing requirements to demonstrate that the access controls are deployed and effective. Security service level agreements might also include provisions for various types of penetration tests of the access controls and performance metrics for the access control systems.

- **Designs**
  Most IT-related designs in an organization define access control policies for the elements that they represent. These policies must be incorporated into the Security Policy Management system and represented as access control policies that the Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure services must be able to enforce.

  IT designs and other business-oriented domain designs are often considered to be high-value assets and are subject to access controls and auditing. So the document management systems used to store these designs rely on the Identity, Access and Entitlement Management system to define the policies about who can access which designs.
Policies
One of the primary inputs into an Identity, Access and Entitlement Management system are policies, which define the organizational roles and their entitlements to applications, data, networks, and physical facilities. The Security Policy Management infrastructure is responsible for the authoring processes for these policies and the Identity, Access and Entitlement Management system is responsible for translating access control policies into machine-interpretable formats that can be understood by the Policy Decision Points and Policy Enforcement Points.

Configuration Info and Registry
Because the configuration management databases and registries for IT resources represent valuable knowledge that can be used in an attack, access to those resources is typically tightly controlled and made available only to a few privileged users.

Identities and Attributes
The directories that contains information about people in an organization and key attributes for them represent the primary data component for an Identity, Access and Entitlement Management system. These directories are typically tightly integrated with human resources systems or are synchronized with them so that they always reflect the current organizational structure for the enterprise. The Identity, Access and Entitlement Management system relies on the directories when mapping organizational roles to application roles and other sorts of entitlements.

Operational Context
Access control policies increasingly depend on information that is not available at run time. For example, an access control policy can grant access to a resource only if the requester has been assigned to a unit of work that the resource is associated with. Or it might grant access to a resource only during certain times of day or from certain locations. The Identity, Access and Entitlement Management system must be aware of the Operational Context at run time to author policies that incorporate this runtime context.

IT Security Knowledge
Defining appropriate access control policies to implement an organization policy requires a working knowledge of access control principles, such as granting of least privilege and how to combine entitlements when a person fulfills multiple roles in an organization. IT Security Knowledge is also important to choose appropriate Policy Decision Points and Policy Enforcement Points in an IT environment.

Data Repositories and Classification
Data repositories are increasingly incorporating access control mechanisms to create an access control point as close to the data as possible. The classifications of the data in repositories must be available to the Identity, Access and Entitlement Management system to define access control policies that are appropriate for the data classification.

2.2.5 Data and Information Protection Management
Data and Information Protection Management provides services that protect unstructured and structured data from unauthorized access and data loss, according to the nature and business value of information. It also provides usage and access monitoring and audit services.
Figure 2-6 shows an overview of data and information protection management subcomponents and the related components from the Security Services and Infrastructure layer.

Data and Information Protection Management consists of the following subcomponents:

- Data Discovery
- Data Security Modeling
- Data Classification
- Data Assurance
- Data Redaction
- Data Retention
- Data Disposal

These services are explained in the following sections.

**Data Discovery**

The first step in securing data is having an accurate inventory of the organization’s data repositories and understanding the security risks associated with them. Data Discovery is the process of identifying all the data repositories in an organization and analyzing the schema and data values and data patterns to identify relationships between the database elements.

Data Discovery looks at data relationships across repositories, understands how they relate to each other, and understands how the structured relationships are organized to represent business objects.

Data Discovery detects transformations and conditional logic that has been applied to data as it has been moved among repositories.

Building the business object view and understanding the transforms that the data has been subject to are key to planning master data management processes and business object archiving.
Data Security Modeling
Data Security Modeling refers to activities performed by a data architect to define domain-specific information models, logical data models, and physical data models.

Data Security Modeling captures the constraints on data types defined by an organization or an industry standard. They are business-oriented constraints that enable interoperability between systems and organizations. For example, bank routing codes represent a numeric string that follows certain rules in its format and interpretation for routing inter-bank transfers.

Logical data models are the semantic hub of an enterprise architecture. Logical data models are sometimes overlooked in the software development life cycle, but they have become increasingly important in the SOA context. A logical data model allows data architects to depict an overview of data entities in an application or an enterprise without having to look at overwhelming implementation details. Logical data models are often used as input into other enterprise architecture activities, such as defining message formats and service interfaces. The logical data model is also the starting point for transforming a domain model into a specific schema for a database instance.

Physical data models are database-specific models that represent relational data objects (for example, tables, columns, primary keys, and foreign keys) and their relationships.

Each of these layers of modeling can have security-related constraints attached to them that define requirements for confidentiality and encryption, access control, obfuscation, and redaction.

Data Classification
Data Classification refers to the tools and processes used to create a common set of semantic tags used by data modelers, data analysts, business analysts, governance stewards, and data architects.

Data Classification tools use rules and heuristics to examine logical data models from data repositories and associate business definitions with them.

In certain cases, business definitions relate directly to the format and constraints on the data (for example, the format of a telephone number). In other cases, there might be business-oriented definitions expressed in terms of the logical data model. For example, a high value customer might be defined as a customer who has bought products more than a specified number of times in a specified time period.

Data Classification manages both lower-level, logical data classification and business level classifications.

At the business level, a collection of business classifications, their definitions, and how they relate to the underlying logical data model creates a common business vocabulary, which can be used across the organization to ensure that every part of an organization agrees on the definition of the term. This helps to reduce confusion and miscommunication at the level of business discussions and also reduces interoperability errors across the IT organization.

A business vocabulary term might change over time and might have a significant impact on logical data models, database schema, and application logic. Data Classification tools can also enable data stewards to manage an orderly transition over time from one version of a business term to another.

Data Assurance
Data Assurance refers to tools and activities to make sure that data is cleansed and standardized to a defined model before it is used. Data Assurance also tracks the origin of the
Data when it is received through logging and auditing capabilities. Data Assurance processes also provide a governance checkpoint for aggregation, redaction, and obfuscation requirements to ensure confidentiality and privacy.

Data Redaction
Data Redaction refers to a set of tools and methods for eliminating sensitive or confidential data from a data set based on policy rules before it is given to a receiver.

Data Redaction techniques can be applied both to unstructured data, such as a collection of word processing documents, or structured data in databases.

A variety of techniques can be used in Data Redaction in addition to fully eliminating the data. For example, data can be partially obfuscated by masking out portions of the sensitive data. Data can be partially aggregated in ways that make it impossible to determine individual data records. In certain techniques, errors can be deliberately introduced into data in ways that preserve confidentiality while preserving the ability to perform statistically valid operations on the data.

Data Redaction techniques enforce access control security policies while enabling the release of related and relevant data.

Data Retention
Data Retention capabilities cover both backup and archive tools and processes. Backup refers to the tools and activities needed to restore service to a well-known point in the event of system or media failure. Archiving refers to tools and processes to remove transactions from an active system that is no longer needed, but that might need to be preserved for legal requirements.

While backup techniques tend to apply to media or file-level activity, archiving often has to be aware of transactions. For example, a complete record of a business transaction might require preserving data from multiple tables in multiple databases and might even require preserving a variety of unstructured documents as well. Collectively, the set of structured and unstructured data that is needed to completely preserve a transaction is referred to as a historical reference snapshot format.

After archived, the snapshot files can remain on the local storage media or can be deleted. The organization controls how long an archive copy is to be retained, called the retention period. The retrieval process locates the copies within the archival storage and places them back into a designated system, which might be the active transactional system or a system specifically designed for displaying archived transactions.

Data Retention tools and techniques are an important component of a records management system that adds to these capability processes to manage decisions about what must be kept and in certain cases what must be deleted according to policy.

Data Disposal
Data Disposal refers to the tools and processes to delete data from a system that is no longer needed and required by law or policy to be retained. Disposing of data that is no longer needed reduces data management costs. In certain cases, regulations require that data be disposed of after certain time periods or when certain criteria are met.

Data Disposal processes can create a security risk if they inadvertently leave a way for the disposed data to be retrieved. Data Disposal tools and processes have to be designed to thwart likely threats to recovering the data, based on the value and sensitivity of the data and the techniques that an attacker might employ to retrieve the disposed data.
The techniques and processes for disposing of data are sometimes dictated by regulations and policy. For example, a regulation might require that data be overwritten a number of times with random information to reduce the possibility of retrieving it later.

Data Disposal tools and processes must also preserve sufficient records to show that the disposal processes have been followed.

**Security Services and Infrastructure components**

The following Security Services and Infrastructure components are key to effective Data and Information Protection Management services (depicted as blue-shaded objects in Figure 2-6 on page 47):

- **Security Info and Event Infrastructure**
  
  Interactions with databases and content repositories are one of the major sources of security events because they can create a log of data access attempts and logs of administrative activity by privileged users.

- **Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure**
  
  The Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure translates the activity of privileged accounts to specific people who are responsible for data stewardship. In addition, database servers and content repositories are increasingly used to manage entitlements to access data. This can help tie database interaction to specific individuals, which is becoming more and more important due to increased compliance initiatives.

- **Security Policy Infrastructure**
  
  Data access entitlements enforced by database servers and content repositories must be consistent with other access control policies in the organization. Integrating database servers and content repositories with the Security Policy Infrastructure helps to ensure this consistency. In addition, data retention policies, disposal policies, and other policies managed by data stewards should be authored, approved, and managed through a common Security Policy Infrastructure to ensure consistency with other security policies in the organization.

- **Cryptography, Key and Certificate Infrastructure**
  
  Database servers, content repositories, and archive media capture data at rest and are subject to security requirements to encrypt data in case the storage media is subject to out-of-band attacks, such as media theft, making the data and information protection management systems dependent on the Cryptography, Key and Certificate Infrastructure.

- **Service Management Infrastructure**
  
  Because data access management, data retention, and data disposal activities are often driven by regulatory requirements and are subject to audit, it is not sufficient to have the capability to perform the needed actions. It is necessary to show that the responsible people have configured the Data and Information Protection Management systems in accordance with agreed-upon policy and taken responsibility for the actions of the systems that they have configured. These activities require a robust Service Management Infrastructure to manage the workflow processes associated with these activities.

- **Storage Security**
  
  In addition to cryptographic protection for data that is stored on storage media, additional Storage Security measures might be needed to protect the media and storage systems from tampering, theft, and copying.
Host and End-point Security
Host and End-point Security is necessary for good Data and Information Protection Management to prevent access to the database servers and content repositories via the file system in the operating system.

Application Security
Application Security is important for Data and Information Protection Management because compromised applications might be able to access the database servers and content repositories using the credentials of the application and issue unauthorized queries to them.

Network Security
Network Security is important to Data and Information Protection Management to protect data while it is in transit. While message-level encryption and connection-level encryption can be used to protect data in transit, a secured network is important to prevent out-of-band attacks such as copying traffic for later decryption, man-in-the-middle attacks, DNS cache poisoning, and so on.

Physical Security
Physical Security for the database servers and content repositories is important to prevent out-of-band attacks, primarily media theft.

Security Service Levels
Security Service Levels can contain the agreed-upon data retention and disposal activities and the agreements regarding data access logging necessary for demonstrating policy compliance.

Designs
Domain, logical, and physical data models for the organization are key designs that are used in a wide variety of enterprise IT architecture activities, including capacity planning for storage, application design, and message format design.

Policies
Data retention policies and data disposal policies are key policies in every IT organization. Furthermore, the policies enforced by database servers and content repositories to manage access to the data must be consistent with access control policies at other layers of the application stack.

Identities and Attributes
Credentials used by administrators and users to access data must be associated with individuals so that accountability for data access and usage can be managed. Often, attributes of individuals dictate the subset of data that they are authorized to see. For example, a sales manager might only be allowed to see the sales data for the region that he manages.

Operational Context
Increasingly, database servers and content repositories are required to be aware of not only the credentials used to access them, but also the credentials that originated the request so that the data access logs can be associated with a responsible individual. The database servers and content repositories often need to log the transaction IDs or other unit-of-work identifiers for audit purposes.
IT Security Knowledge

There are several areas of general IT Security Knowledge that are important to Data and Information Protection Management. For example, understanding the relative strength of encryption algorithms and key lengths is important when determining encryption protection for sensitive data. Understanding the most common ways that data media are stolen is important in determining media protection.

Data Repositories and Classification

The first step in protecting data and information is keeping accurate inventories of where all the database servers and content repositories are and understanding their value and sensitivity.

2.2.6 Software, System and Service Assurance

Software, System and Service Assurance addresses how software, systems, and services are designed, developed, tested, operated, and maintained throughout the software life cycle to create predictably secure software. This component covers structured design, threat modeling, software risk assessment, design reviews for security, source code reviews and analysis, dynamic application analysis, source code control and access monitoring, code/package signing and verification, quality assurance testing, and supplier and third-party code validation.

Figure 2-7 shows an overview of the Software, System and Service Assurance subcomponents and the related components from the Security Services and Infrastructure layer.

Software, System and Service Assurance consists of the following subcomponents:

- Code Integrity
- Image Integrity
- Release Provisioning
- Image Provisioning
- Static Code Analysis
- Runtime Analysis
- Crypto, Key and Certificate Infrastructure
- Service Management Infrastructure
- Storage Security
- Host and End-point Security
- Application Security
- Network Security
- Physical Security
- Security Info and Event Infrastructure
- Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure
- Security Policy Infrastructure
- Security Service Levels
- Code and Images
- Policies
- Identities and Attributes
- Events and Logs
- Config Info and Registry
- Operational Context
- IT Security Knowledge
- Data Repositories and Classification
Static Code Analysis
Runtime Analysis

These services are explained in the following sections.

**Code Integrity**
Code Integrity refers to protecting assets used to build and run application object code to ensure that what is delivered to service management for deployment has not been tampered with or incorporated any unknown source code.

Code Integrity encompasses confidentiality of the source code from competitors and other unauthorized people. Code Integrity also ensures that all the proper licenses have been obtained for the running instance of the code and ensures compliance with any development team restrictions (for example, clean room rules might need to be followed to protect against charges of reverse engineering).

**Image Integrity**
Image Integrity covers the entire runtime stack, from operating system to middleware components and application platforms that are needed to run the application or service. Images might include definitions of runtime dependencies that are assembled during the deployment process, or an image might be an entire pre-built software stack packaged as a virtual machine image.

In the case of virtual machine images, image integrity refers to the tools and processes to track the provenance of all the software components that are included in the image. Image Integrity also ensures that the image has not been tampered with after it has been assembled.

**Release Provisioning**
Secure provisioning ensures that handing over code to release management for installation and configuration of dependent software infrastructure is done in accordance with security policy and, in certain cases, per contract with the customer. For example, release provisioning might include a mapping of organizational roles and individuals to application-defined entitlement roles to ensure that the correct people in an organization are granted access to the correct application roles. Release Provisioning might also dictate security requirements for the database middleware to define requirements for protecting data at rest.

**Image Provisioning**
Image Provisioning manages access to the image contents. For example, image administrators might not be authorized to see confidential data or code inside the image. Image provisioning also manages access to the image for deployment, defining who can access and deploy instances of the image in a production environment.

Finally, Image Provisioning might impose deployment restrictions, especially security-related restrictions, on the service deployment processes. For example, an image might have a requirement that it is not deployed in a DMZ, but only behind strictly controlled firewalls. Or an image might have a requirement to not be co-hosted with images from any other company.

**Static Code Analysis**
Static Code Analysis refers to the tools and processes that are usually instituted by a software development team or a build team to examine all the artifacts and components that are used to build an application. The analysis looks for security vulnerabilities and poor coding practices that can create security, performance, or other problems.
Static Code Analysis usually refers to automated tools that scan source code and report on potential problems. But Static Code Analysis can also include design model reviews and scanning, in addition to manual inspection of application artifacts.

**Runtime Analysis**
Runtime Analysis, or *software profiling*, refers to the ability to observe a running software system and analyze its behavior to detect vulnerabilities in the code.

While Runtime Analysis is often used to look for problems with memory usage, network usage, or other runtime resources, runtime analysis can also be used to identify potential security problems. For example, Runtime Analysis can highlight how an application fails to properly handle malformed messages resulting in failure to release allocated memory.

Runtime Analysis is an *internal view* of the running application, whereas *dynamic analysis* tests a running application by interacting with it from an *external perspective* in the same way that user or client software interacts with it.

**Security Services and Infrastructure components**
The following Security Services and Infrastructure components are key to effective 2.2.6, “Software, System and Service Assurance” on page 52 (depicted as blue-shaded objects in Figure 2-7 on page 52):

- **Security Info and Event Infrastructure**
  When planning the deployment of an application, the security-relevant events that it might generate need to be planned for in the Security Info and Event Infrastructure. IT operations must know how to enable the application-specific event logging and understand where the events are stored. IT operations must also incorporate the application-specific logging into their Security Info and Event Infrastructure and understand how to recognize potential security incidents from the event stream.

- **Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure**
  Control of access to source code, images, and running applications must be tied to specific individuals by associating credentials with individuals and associating organizational roles with the management infrastructure roles and application-defined roles.

- **Security Policy Infrastructure**
  Security policies regulating how applications are deployed into an environment and how machine images are deployed into a virtualization platform can be managed by a Security Policy Infrastructure to ensure consistency across the organization. Access control policies to applications and images should be coordinated with other access control policies.

- **Service Management Infrastructure**
  Assurance activities define deployment and access requirements for applications and images that must be consumed and implemented by the release and deployment processes in the Service Management Infrastructure. Therefore, there needs to be coordination between development and operations to ensure that operations know how to implement the requirements defined by development.

- **Storage Security**
  Applications define their dependency on storage infrastructure, and storage infrastructure components can be included in a virtual machine image. In both cases, the definitions might impose security requirements on the storage infrastructure, including requirements to encrypt storage media, locate it in a physically secure environment, and maintain data for a specified retention period.
Host and End-point Security

Applications typically have limited awareness of the host environment and rely on security measures on the host to protect the application from out-of-band attacks. For example, it is the responsibility of Host and End-point Security to ensure that there are no processes on the host machine intercepting traffic between the application and its clients.

Application Security

While secure coding practices, static analysis, and secure design practices can limit the vulnerabilities in an application, the applications typically rely on Application Security enforcement points to help detect and prevent attacks such as cross-site scripting, SQL injection, and so on.

Network Security

Applications have dependencies in the Network Security infrastructure to make certain ports available for remote connections and to ensure the appropriate isolation of network traffic. Certain application-layer attacks can be detected and prevented via deep packet inspection and other types of network traffic analysis.

Security Service Levels

Government agencies and companies are starting to require assurances that software code is free of viruses, malicious coding, vendor or programmer created backdoors or trapdoors (front and back), and other types of security vulnerabilities, which are considered a type of security service level for the software.

Code and Images

Application Code and Images are the target resources protected by software, server, and security assurance.

Designs

The application architecture as represented in the software designs is the first line of defense in software security. Equally important, the application designs represent the formal definition of what the software does and delivers and are part of the provenance of a software application. Good software provenance should be able to trace a chain of activity from the running application back to the design that it implements.

Policies

There are a wide variety of Policies that affect software assurance and image integrity. Applications define sets of roles that dictate which features are accessible to which people. These roles need to be mapped to organizational roles by means of an access control policy specific to the application.

Likewise, security policies must define who has the authority to instantiate which virtual machine images under which circumstances. The security policies must also define where in the virtual environment these images can be present. For example, security policy might dictate when virtual machine images must be placed on a separate virtual network from other images.

Identities and Attributes

Because applications are typically developed independently of any particular organization, they define access control mechanisms in terms of application-specific roles. These application-specific roles have to be mapped to the organizational roles, which requires an understanding of the directory information available about people and their credentials.

Operational Context

Applications often rely on transactional context that comes from outside the application’s environment. For example, an application might need to send SNMP events to a central management infrastructure, which must be defined to the application.
IT Security Knowledge

An understanding of the current types of attacks that applications are typically subject to is important in planning application architecture and design and is crucial to static code analysis. Other types of industry knowledge, such as the most common programming errors that lead to security vulnerabilities, are also extremely important.

Data Repositories and Classification

Virtually every application or web service relies on some sort of storage infrastructure for structured or unstructured data. These are typically defined at deployment time and must be registered with a data repository catalog and classified according to organizational policy to ensure they are adequately protected.

2.2.7 Threat and Vulnerability Management

Threat and Vulnerability Management provides services that can help determine security threats and identify vulnerabilities in deployed systems, collect security-related information from various internal and external sources, and determine the appropriate response.

Figure 2-8 shows an overview of the Threat and Vulnerability Management subcomponents and the related components from the Security Services and Infrastructure layer.

![Threat and Vulnerability Management subcomponents](image)

Threat and Vulnerability Management consists of the following subcomponents:

- Security Intelligence
- Threat Management
- Vulnerability Management
- Security Information and Event Management

These four services are explained in the following sections.
Security Intelligence
Security Intelligence provides security knowledge about threats and vulnerabilities.

Security Threat and Vulnerability Research
Security Threat and Vulnerability Research represents the ability to collect, analyze, and disseminate information as it pertains to computer security from reviewing and tracking a range of available information sources on potential threats and potential vulnerabilities to determine the applicability to an organization’s IT environment.

In a more sophisticated execution, Security Threat and Vulnerability Research also includes the detailed observation, manipulation, and analysis of the behavior of threat agents and of the composition of vulnerability conditions in attack scenarios to synthesize, create, and provide respective knowledge about potential future attacks from collected data. It takes into account external, situational awareness, identifies and examines possible new attack patterns, and monitors long-term trends that might lead to specific new threats against the security of information assets.

People and processes associated with this component are also responsible for gathering awareness of future potential threats and vulnerabilities to the facilities from law enforcement agencies, regulatory agencies, and industry trade groups.

Security Incident and Problem Response
Security Incident and Problem Response provides support to the related IT Service Management functions Incident Management and Problem Management by providing security expert knowledge on identified attacks and security-related anomalies and by recommending respective actions to manage security incidents and problems to closure. It embraces security incident containment, security incident recovery, root cause analysis, security problem analysis, and security problem resolution.

Threat Management
The Threat Management services deal with the identification, understanding, and counterfighting of specific threats that might exist for a given IT environment.

A threat is the intention of a threat agent to perform a threat action to exploit a specific vulnerability. Only the occurrence of both threat and vulnerability together define the likelihood of a risk. If either threat or vulnerability does not exist, that risk has a likelihood of zero. That is, there is no risk.

Threat Identification
Threat Identification embraces activities that help to discover actors and actions in the IT environment that might have a harmful effect on IT assets and the information stored and processed on them. Threat Identification can be performed purely manually, but today it can usually be based on the automated recognition of deviations from the usual operations in an IT environment. Any discovered anomalies can then be examined for their threat potential.

Threat Analysis
Threat Analysis is the continuous examination of available information related to threat agents, often called attackers, and their possible threat actions, the actual attack, to evaluate the severity of an identified threat, for instance, based on the potential occurrence of an attack due to the general awareness of the attack vector and on the presumed attractiveness of an organization as an attack target in the view of an attacker.
**Threat Mitigation**

Threat Mitigation embraces efforts taken to influence either the threat agents or to manipulate the threat actions to reduce the severity of a threat. Usual efforts taken include, for instance, declaring sanctions and disciplinary actions to threat agents upon discovery of their threat actions or even their planning of such threat actions as well as the deployment of measures that negate their actions or identify and deviate them away from a given vulnerability. Threat mitigation can consist of detective controls, such as the deployment of malware detection, intrusion detection, and honeypots.

**Vulnerability Management**

The Vulnerability Management services deal with the discovery, understanding, and reduction of specific vulnerabilities that might exist for a given IT environment.

A vulnerability is a weakness that can be exploited to compromise security.

**Vulnerability Discovery**

Vulnerability Discovery deals with the detection of vulnerabilities. Besides application of holistic security thinking, well-known methods for Vulnerability Discovery include:

- **Dynamic code analysis** to assess applications for vulnerabilities that might be exploited from an application user's perspective.
- **Network vulnerability scanning** to probe operating systems, databases, middleware, and firewalls, which protect all deployed IT services from vulnerabilities that are accessible from the internet. The difference from dynamic code analysis is that network vulnerability scanning focuses more on off-the-shelf software packages, whereas dynamic code analysis focuses mostly on custom-built applications.
- **Security healthchecking** to check systems with scripts or via a local agent from the inside and assess the configurations of local and network services of operating systems, databases, middleware packages, and applications for errors that could lead to potentially exploitable vulnerabilities.
- **Ethical hacking** to perform simulated attacks against a part of or the entire IT environment by applying human creativity and out-of-the-box-thinking, and by using a combination of automated discovery, probing and exploit tools, and manual or custom-scripted security tests. Such attacks can vary in scope, time, and resourcefulness as well as in the provision of inside knowledge and access rights to simulate different attack scenarios. Providing no inside knowledge is considered a blackbox test, whereas providing the testers with background information about the design and architecture is considered a whitebox test.

**Vulnerability Analysis**

Vulnerability Analysis covers the actual verification of vulnerabilities by eradication of false positives, and further covers the rating of such vulnerabilities in terms of criticality (for instance, based on their ease of discovery and the complexity of their exploitability by attackers, as well as on the level of resulting compromise of a tested system or environment).

**Vulnerability Remediation**

Vulnerability Remediation encompasses the combination of deterrent, preventive, detective, and corrective security controls to mitigate identified and verified vulnerabilities. The most commonly applied mitigation approaches to eliminate a vulnerability include the following measures:

- Fix the related code by patching.
- Change the configuration of the vulnerable service.
Apply additional preventive security controls such as firewall and intrusion prevention systems with virtual patching capabilities.

Employ additional corrective measures, such as increased frequency of system checks, data backups for quicker recovery, and enhanced emergency response procedures.

Security Information and Event Management

After the event data has been centrally collected, it can be consolidated and structured as well as combined and correlated to derive more meaningful and human-understandable security information.

Security Log Collection

Security Log Collection refers to the ability to collect security-related events from various collection points in the IT environment, usually in the form of system, network, and security log and alert data, and to store them in a structured way in order to have a redundant copy (alongside the logs on the originating systems) in order to retrieve and analyze them during security incidents and problems in case the logs on the originating systems have been compromised.

Security Event Correlation

Security Event Correlation builds upon Security Log Collection. After the log data has been centrally collected, it can be consolidated and structured, standardised, and combined and correlated into security events to derive more meaningful and human-understandable security information.

Security Monitoring and Alerting

Security Monitoring and Alerting refers to all activities related to the ongoing and frequent observation of the technical infrastructure for deviations from the standard operation, which confirm or at least indicate an impact on security.

Security Services and Infrastructure components

The following Security Services and Infrastructure components are key to effective 2.2.7, “Threat and Vulnerability Management” on page 56 (depicted as blue-shaded objects in Figure 2-8 on page 56):

- Security Information and Event Infrastructure
  The Security Information and Event Infrastructure collects security log data from various agents that are deployed throughout the IT environment. It has the ability to create events and incidents that can be combined with other events and incidents in a standardized format by consolidating, classifying, and correlating all collected information. The aggregation of security logs and subsequent derivation of security information is essential for all vulnerability-related services within the Threat and Vulnerability Management discipline. The large amount of data collected over time allows the Security Information and Event Infrastructure services to analyze trends of attack patterns as part of the security intelligence services and thus can also help to derive probabilities of threats.

- Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure
  The Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure is used by the Threat and Vulnerability Management services to further analyze and tie back events to identities and entitlements to confirm whether events relate back to authorized activities or whether they occurred from unauthorized or even malicious activities.

- Security Policy Infrastructure
  The Security Policy Infrastructure can help Threat and Vulnerability Management services to eliminate or reduce false positive events. A false positive is an event that, from a pure
technical security perspective, is considered a threat. For example, a particular event has been granted a policy exception because a business application requires a specific network port to be used, although this port is known to be used for attacks. By consolidating with the Security Policy Infrastructure, this particular event will no longer be flagged as a security event.

- **Cryptography, Key and Certificate Infrastructure**
  Communication between distributed infrastructure components for Threat Management, Vulnerability Management, and between systems and the Security Information and Event Management infrastructure components is subject to encryption and secure authentication using certificates. Also, the log data might have to be encrypted or signed to protect against manipulation, so that Threat and Vulnerability Management services are dependent on the Cryptography, Key and Certificate Infrastructure.

- **Service Management Infrastructure**
  Threat and Vulnerability Management services operate within agreed-upon service management infrastructures and must also utilize the services provided by that infrastructure. For example, performing vulnerability discovery activities and transferring evidence from the testing environment are typical operations that must be performed in line with change management and thus use the Service Management Infrastructure.

- **Storage Security**
  Storage Security provides logging and alerting functionality that can be used and examined either directly by Threat and Vulnerability Management services or indirectly by the Security Information and Event Infrastructure. Storage Security can also employ dedicated monitoring agents that can provide a more comprehensive functionality than basic logging and alerting. Storage Security can also provide masking and filtering functionality that comes with most database products to allow improved vulnerability discovery and mitigation.

- **Host and End-point Security**
  Like Storage Security, Host and End-point Security can provide security functionality that allows the Threat and Vulnerability Management services to identify and remediate vulnerabilities either proactively or reactively. Examples of such functionality includes malware scanning and remediation software, host intrusion detection and prevention systems, and security healthchecking software. Besides deploying additional software, many basic operating systems and middleware components provide configuration options to limit security vulnerabilities, or even the potential for future vulnerabilities by configuring stricter values and thus hardening systems against attacks.

- **Application Security**
  Application Security provides options for security configurations and might include security defense mechanisms like input revalidation to close known and popular attack vectors.

- **Network Security**
  Network Security provides filtering, monitoring, alerting, and discovery functionalities by using firewalls, routers, network device logging, network intrusion detection and prevention systems, and network protocol and application protocol vulnerability scanners.

- **Security Service Levels**
  The Security Service Levels provide the operational background for the security policies. This information helps the Threat and Vulnerability Management services to better implement the required level of protection. Also, as Threat and Vulnerability Management services often operate using high privileges and access rights in the IT environment, it is important that these services follow the appropriate policies set for their activities.
Code and Images

Code and Images are constantly examined by Threat and Vulnerability Management services for identified vulnerabilities within them.

Designs

Designs are an important reference for Threat and Vulnerability Management services, as they allow you to derive potential attack and testing scenarios for vulnerability discovery and threat analysis services.

Policies

Policies are required to be adhered to by Threat and Vulnerability Management services, especially as these services operate with high, sometimes ultimate, privileges in the IT environment. Because certain Threat and Vulnerability Management services emulate attacks, the approach and limits of such activities must be strictly regulated in policies before they can be executed.

Configuration Information and Registry

The configuration management database and the registries of IT resources are used to store security settings and important asset information. This information needs to be available for a root cause analysis as part of a security threat investigation or a vulnerability examination as part of a security vulnerability assessment.

For instance, it is essential to check the configuration information to examine the reason for an identified dangerous configuration. It might have been introduced as part of an approved configuration change or it might have been introduced as part of a malicious system attack. By examining the recorded configuration information stored in the configuration management database, security administrators are able to determine either regular behavior or malicious intent and act accordingly.

Likewise, a vulnerability examination can greatly benefit from configuration and registry information because this information can be helpful to determine the number and location of systems that are exposed to a specific vulnerability.

Identities and Attributes

Identities and Attributes are assessed by Threat and Vulnerability Management services as part of vulnerability discovery and incident and problem response tasks.

An example for the discovery of a security problem with an abuse of identity can be identified by cross-checking the user activity on systems with the attributes of the corresponding identity. In a case where the stored identity information for a particular user ID shows an attribute revoked, and there are still activities performed on systems in the context of this particular user ID, there is a high likelihood that this user ID is used in a malicious context.

Operational Context

The Operational Context can help clarify whether an activity and its related events are harmless and intended or unplanned and potentially malicious. Thus, the Operational Context has to be reviewed by the Threat and Vulnerability Management services to come to a correct conclusion. For example, a discovered suspicious activity, like an internal network scan, might be related to authorized changes or problem determination activities. Because the Operational Context clarifies the legit intention, this event does not represent a potential attack.

IT Security Knowledge

A deep and broad IT Security Knowledge is of key importance to Threat and Vulnerability Management. The type of knowledge required includes a deep technical understanding of platform-specific security functions and the ability to understand the performance of security attacks in a step-by-step manner. Besides the technical knowledge, it is also
required that security experts working in Threat and Vulnerability Management are always up to date on new technologies so that they are able to identify potential new types of threats that might come with these innovations. Alongside of the IT Security Knowledge, it is also necessary to have skills in using the various security analysis and testing tools.

Finally, the provision of these services requires the ability to understand new security attack patterns and also the skills to efficiently keep up to date on newly discovered threats and vulnerabilities.

- **Events and Logs**
  Event and logs are the most essential objects for the Threat and Vulnerability Management services, as they contain all the collected log and event information necessary to identify actual attacks.

- **Data Repositories and Classification**
  Understanding of the Data Repositories and Classification is required by the Threat and Vulnerability Management services to allow thorough analysis of potential threats and targeted creative thinking about potential vulnerabilities and related attack patterns.

### 2.2.8 IT Service Management

IT Service Management provides the process automation and workflow foundation for all IT delivery activities, including security management. In particular, change management and incident management processes play a significant role in security management.

**Restriction:** This section is not intended to be a complete discussion of all IT Service Management domains. We focus on the key IT Service Management components that contribute to security.

Figure 2-9 shows an overview of the IT Service Management subcomponents and the related key components from the Security Services and Infrastructure layer.
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IT Service Management consists of the following subcomponents:

- Service Desk
- Asset and License Management
- Change and Release Management
- Incident and Problem Management
- Capacity and Performance Management

These services are explained in the following sections.

**Service Desk**

Service Desk refers to the *single point of contact* (SPOC) for all IT Service Management related matters where all service management functions are coordinated. In particular, the Service Desk provides a ticketing and tracking functionality for service delivery activities, including activities in the security management area.

**Asset and License Management**

Asset and License Management covers a set of capabilities to monitor deployed IT assets from a financial, compliance, and inventory perspective.

From a software perspective, Asset and License Management includes license management, certain aspects of configuration management (for inventory management purposes), and reporting for regulatory purposes. License management maintains an inventory of deployed software, measures usage activity, and manages entitlements to licensed software. It checks for adherence to license use requirements, summarizes software use for planning purposes, and assists in user charge-back activities.

Hardware asset management includes the physical characteristics of deployed hardware components in the IT environment, such as their make and model numbers, serial numbers, physical locations, and their role and placement in the network. Hardware asset management involves tracking regular maintenance of the hardware assets, tracking history of physical failures, and so on. Hardware asset management is often also involved in recording and tracking the financial view of the asset.

**Change and Release Management**

Change and Release Management covers the standardization of methods and work processes to manage changes to the configuration of deployed IT assets and to the upgrade of existing deployed software components and the deployment of new software components. The goals of this standardization are to minimize disruption of service and to ensure that software and hardware components are not deployed in ways that compromise any security or integrity aspects.

**Incident and Problem Management**

Incident and Problem Management handles the methods and processes used to restore service from any sort of disruption due to incidents and problems. An *incident* is considered a single event or a group of events that occur in parallel or in a short period in time and that trigger a negative impact on the level of service. A *problem* is considered a result of repetitive incidents of the same or a similar pattern, or as a result of an elevation of an incident due to its continued significant impact on the level of service or due to the increased efforts that are required to return to normal operations.

From a security perspective, incidents and problems can be classified as security incidents and security problems and will then require support from security incident and problem support or security emergency response teams.
Capacity and Performance Management
Capacity and Performance Management deals with the planning, provisioning, and optimization of IT resources that are required for the IT services. In a narrow sense this mostly refers to details like processing power and memory, system backup and archive storage, and network speed or bandwidth. In a wider context, Capacity and Performance Management can also include human resources and physical asset resources like floor space in a data center. This area is important to security, as the security services and their related infrastructure components deployed in an IT environment can consume a significant amount of resources, and thus can impact performance.

All too often such impact is ignored or not properly examined when security is not embedded in the planning of IT services form the start and also when the addition of new security controls are considered (for instance, as a result of a security incident remediation).

Security Services and Infrastructure components
The following Security Services and Infrastructure components are key to effective 2.2.8, “IT Service Management” on page 62 (depicted as blue-shaded objects in Figure 2-9 on page 62):

- Security Information and Event Infrastructure
  The Security Information and Event Infrastructure is used by the IT Service Management services to monitor and observe changes in security-related assets that might result or relate to change and release execution or trigger incidents and problems, which, when confirmed, can become security incidents and security problems and be provided to the Threat and Vulnerability Management services for resolving.

- Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure
  The Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure is used by the IT Service Management services to assign potential actioners for change and release, incident and problem, and capacity and performance management activities on systems.
  The Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure is also used by IT Service Management to review and authorize access to the components of the IT environment because IT Service Management is the owner of and thus overall is responsible for the IT services.

- Security Policy Infrastructure
  The Security Policy Infrastructure is used by IT Service Management services to check and verify security requirements that must be adhered to (for example, under which conditions and in which timeframes) to avoid negative impact during changes and releases and during incident and problem handling activities.

- Service Management Infrastructure
  The Service Management Infrastructure provides the overall ticketing and tracking, and progress and status reporting system for all IT Service Management services.

- Security Service Levels
  The Security Service Levels are a subset of the overall IT service levels that IT Service Management must deliver and report on. The IT Service Management services (in particular the service desk) has to consider potential impact to the Security Service Levels by other service activities when planning and scheduling those.

- Designs
  Designs are important to IT Service Management services to understand potential impacts to the services. For example, planned and accepted changes to one component
can have possible effects on other components, which is of particular importance for the capacity and performance management services.

- **Policies**
  Policies can help IT Service Management to identify and confirm security requirements that must be considered during any of the IT Service Management services activities.

- **Configuration Information and Registry**
  The Configuration Information and Registry is most used and updated as a consequence of IT Service Management services and must be kept up-to-date in line with their activities to represent an accurate state of the deployed configurations.

- **Identities and Attributes**
  Identities and Attributes feed directly into the Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure, which is used by the IT Service Management services as described above.

- **Operational Context**
  As with designs, IT Service Management services use and update the Operational Context for the IT environment in line with the change, release, and other IT Service Management activities.

- **Events and Logs**
  Event and logs are created alongside the activities of IT Service Management services, and thus the event and log items are used to check and validate actual progress of initiated activities.

- **IT Security Knowledge**
  The IT Security Knowledge required for IT Service Management activities consists mainly of the general understanding of security matters and of the security awareness required to prioritize and sufficiently consider security in general IT Service Management activities. For instance, incident and problem management must have sufficient security understanding to identify that an incident or problem might be related or have an impact onto the security posture.

### 2.2.9 Physical Asset Management

Physical Asset Management provides awareness of the location and status of physical assets and awareness of Physical Security controls and coordinates the security information for physical systems with the IT security controls.

**Restriction:** This section is not intended to be a complete discussion of all Physical Asset Management domains. We focus on the key Physical Asset Management components that contribute to security.
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Figure 2-10 shows an overview of the Physical Asset Management subcomponents and the related components from the Security Services and Infrastructure layer.

Foundational Security Management Component and Sub-Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Asset Management</th>
<th>Surveillance and Physical Monitoring</th>
<th>Positioning and Tracking Services</th>
<th>Environment and Utility Assurance</th>
<th>Facility Perimeter and Area Protection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asset Administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Security Services and Infrastructure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Info and Event Infrastructure</th>
<th>Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure</th>
<th>Security Policy Infrastructure</th>
<th>Crypto, Key and Certificate Infrastructure</th>
<th>Service Management Infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage Security</td>
<td>Host and End-point Security</td>
<td>Application Security</td>
<td>Network Security</td>
<td>Physical Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Security Service Levels</td>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>Identities and Attributes</td>
<td>Events and Logs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code and Images</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IT Security Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Designs</td>
<td>Config Info and Registry</td>
<td></td>
<td>Data Repositories and Classification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
facility management that can have a significant impact on the availability of IT services and hence on security.

**Facility, Perimeter and Area Protection**

Facilities, Perimeter and Area Protection covers the provisioning and management of preventive, deterrent, and reactive physical security and safety controls of a human or automatic nature. This service includes site-planning activities to address known risks from natural disaster, political events, and other external threats.

**Positioning and Tracking Services**

Positioning and Tracking Services are related to the identification of the location and movement of tangible physical assets, in this context, of those assets with valuable information that need to be protected. This can include short-range and long-range tracking, up to a worldwide scale.

**Asset Administration**

Asset Administration covers the coordination of activities related to the provisioning, building and procurement, maintenance and updating, movement, decommissioning, and destruction of primarily tangible but also non-tangible physical assets. These activities go beyond pure IT assets, but mostly focus on assets that have a direct or significant impact on information security. Examples of such assets include, but are not limited to, real estate buildings that provide office floor space or data centers, cable and utility channels, and data tape storage containers and their transportation vehicles.

**Security Services and Infrastructure components**

The following Security Services and Infrastructure components are key to effective 2.2.9, “Physical Asset Management” on page 65 (depicted as blue-shaded objects in Figure 2-10 on page 66):

- **Security Info and Event Infrastructure**
  The information about physical environments recorded through surveillance and sensors is increasingly being indexed and converted to IT security events that can be correlated and combined with other IT events. For example, an authorization record regarding the access of an application can be correlated with an event representing a person using their badge to access a door. Likewise, these records can be correlated with segments of video surveillance footage with matching timestamps.

- **Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure**
  High-value assets in a physical environment are often protected by both physical controls (fences, guards, and so on) and logical access (badge readers, RFID detectors).

- **Security Policy Infrastructure**
  The Security Policy Infrastructure that is used to manage organization roles and their entitlements to IT resources, such as applications, can also be used to manage the policies that govern activities in the physical environment. For example, the Security Policy Infrastructure can be used to author the policies that security personnel use to enforce access control if a person can or cannot pass a physical checkpoint on the premises.

- **Cryptography, Key and Certificate Infrastructure**
  Many physical credentials, such as access badges, smart cards, or passports, are increasingly embedding logical credentials, such as public key certificates, which have to be managed by a Cryptography, Key and Certificate Infrastructure.
Service Management Infrastructure

Service Management Infrastructure processes are often combined to manage both IT security and physical security incidents so that one service desk and one workflow infrastructure can manage both in one place.

Physical Security

The Physical Security infrastructure, including barriers, fences, secure construction, and other types of inert security, can provide a base for providing an overall secure environment for an organization. The personnel, such as security guards and inspectors, add to the base security by enforcing operational processes on a day-to-day basis. The runtime aspects of Physical Security depend on the Physical Security infrastructure. For example, the placement of surveillance equipment depends on the layout of the physical environment. If the physical environment is not designed with security in mind, it can be more difficult to place surveillance equipment effectively.

Security Service Levels

The security service level agreements must, at least, delegate authority for Physical Security to an accountable person. Certain agreements even define fine-grained details, like specific physical controls (barriers, perimeter checkpoints, and so on).

Designs

The designs of the physical layout of an organization’s perimeter can have a large impact on the required surveillance and sensors that need to be in place. A good design includes Physical Asset Management requirements from the beginning.

Policies

Policies related to the Physical Security of assets can depend on an organizational directory and organizational roles in the same way that access policies for securing IT resources do. Likewise, policies for securing physical assets are a necessary component to the overall IT security and should be included in the library of all security policies and be subject to the same review and change processes.

Identities and Attributes

Physical asset security depends on directories of employees and their organizational roles to control access to physical assets and to manage who can use or maintain the high-value physical assets. For example, a Physical Security policy might require that only people who have completed a particular training program should be allowed to perform maintenance on a physical asset.

2.3 Conclusion

In this section we explained the IBM Security Blueprint in more detail by discussing the components and subcomponents of the IBM Security Blueprint. We described the subcomponents in detail and related them to the key infrastructure and security services components on which they depend. Next we look more closely at an example business.
Business scenario for the People and Identity solution pattern

To illustrate how you can benefit from employing the IBM Security Framework and the IBM Security Blueprint, we discuss a typical business scenario in which we cover the business challenge of reducing password management-related costs.

This scenario is organized into the following sections:

- Business context for reducing password-related costs
- Problem statement and requirements
- IBM Security Framework mapping
- IBM Security Blueprint services
3.1 Business context for reducing password-related costs

Today, users of applications and systems have to manage an increasingly large number of user ID and password combinations. Regulations and policies require these passwords to be complex (containing numbers and non-alphabetic characters, satisfying a minimum length, and so on) and to be changed in ever shorter intervals. This can easily result in lost productivity when users lose or forget their passwords, or do not reset them in time. Resetting passwords is still considered one of the major activities of a help desk function, which can take up to 40% of the call volume with the average cost of a single call as high as $25\textsuperscript{1}. If the number of password reset-related calls can be significantly reduced, substantial cost savings might be gained.

Another factor for productivity loss can be the fact that users have to repeatedly provide their credentials when accessing disparate applications or systems. This can also be the case after a user’s session has been terminated due to time-out limits.

3.2 Problem statement and requirements

As described in the business context, the objective is to reduce the number of password-related helpdesk calls and to increase the productivity for users by reducing password-related delays. Another implicit requirement is that the involved application and solution systems must maintain their current security levels. Alleviating or removing authentication mechanisms to ease password-related issues is not a solution.

At this point in the process, we can articulate two possible venues for approaching a solution to our problems:

- A single sign-on approach can help users to better handle the multitude of disparate systems requiring an individual authentication process.
- A password reset self-service functionality can reduce help desk calls by empowering users to request a new password on their own.

What are the architectural building blocks and fundamental services required for this solution? How can you make sure to address and involve all the necessary IT systems for your business solutions to gain the most from your investment? Let us take a look at where and how the IBM Security Framework and IBM Security Blueprint can help.

\textsuperscript{1} This example can vary greatly between countries and economies.
3.3 IBM Security Framework mapping

After studying the IBM Security Framework in 1.4, “IBM Security Framework” on page 8, and the following discussions about the security domains, we decide to focus on the People and Identity domain. Our problem statement is related to users authenticating and gaining access to their applications and maintaining their personal information (here: passwords) (Figure 3-1).

![IBM Security Framework mapping](image)

Even though there might be an immediate match to the People and Identity domain, it is important to also consider the other IBM Security Framework domains to see whether there is a partial match for reasons of due diligence. In this case, however, the domains of Data and Information, Application and Process, Physical Infrastructure, Security Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance, and Network, Server and Endpoint can be safely left out.

It is a good idea to consistently document your decisions about why you are considering certain aspects and leaving out others to demonstrate due diligence.

3.4 IBM Security Blueprint services

Knowing that we will focus on People and Identity, the next step now is to take a closer look at the blueprint. For each IBM Security Framework domain, we can link the associated components in the IBM Security Blueprint. This is shown in Figure 3-2 on page 72, where the components related to People and Identity are shown with a dark red border.

Three Foundational Security Management services are shown in the middle layer:

- Identity Access and Entitlement Management
- Security Policy Management
- Risk and Compliance Assessment

The Security Services and Infrastructure components related to the People and Identity domain are shown in the lower portion of Figure 3-2 on page 72. More details about the

Real-life considerations: In the context of a more typical real-life deployment, you might also want to consider highlighting the *Data and Information Protection Management* service here, because certain tasks within the identity life cycle management might involve collecting personally identifiable information (PII) and issuing secrets, such as passwords or digital certificates, which need to be protected at rest and in transit.

Another Foundational Security Management service that is most likely going to be used in every real-life deployment is the *Command and Control Management* service because every policy, decision, or other related IT task will have to be put into action using these services.

Again, make sure to consistently document your decisions about why you are considering certain aspects and leaving out others to demonstrate due diligence.
As an example, the *Identity, Access and Entitlement Management* component can be further decomposed to reveal more details (Figure 3-3). This more fine-grained level of detail can help you design a thorough architecture to address your requirements. For more details about the identity, access, and entitlement Management services related to roles and identities, access rights, and entitlements, see 2.2.4, “Identity, Access and Entitlement Management” on page 40.

![Figure 3-3](image-url)  
*Figure 3-3  Identity, Access and Entitlement Management subcomponents*

Taking a closer look at the two solution approaches that we defined in 3.2, “Problem statement and requirements” on page 70 (single sign-on and self-service password reset), we can locate the applicable blueprint components in Figure 3-3.

The self-service password reset functionality is part of the *Identity Lifecycle* functional service. They include *Identity Issuing*, *Identity Provisioning*, *Identity Recertification*, and *Identity Revocation*. These represent the major functionality provided by most identity management solutions.

The single sign-on functionality is represented by its own subcomponent, being a part of the set of services around *Credential Management*. Single sign-on is also closely related to the *Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure* component in the *Security Services and Infrastructure* layer because it needs to integrate with existing authentication services.

The next step in this scenario is to further investigate the Security Policy Management and Risk and Compliance Assessment components and their blueprint details.

This decompositional exercise enables you to more consistently define the required architectural building blocks and fundamental services for your organization’s solutions. It can provide you with an overview of how you can ensure to address and involve all the necessary IT systems for your business solutions to gain the most from your investment. Along the way, you will also discover which systems and services can be neglected at this time. Consistently
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documenting your decisions will help you make the correct decisions and demonstrate due diligence.

The next steps include building a specific solution architecture, design, and implementation. Following this design, along with the architectural principles and industry best practices, leads to an adequate selection of security products and services.

In the following section we take a more general approach of dissecting the People and Identity solution pattern that is not directly tied to this limiting business scenario.

3.5 The People and Identity solution pattern

In this section we discuss how you can use the IBM Security Blueprint material for designing your IT security architecture for the People and Identity domain. This information is also helpful to better understand and to derive IT environment components that are required to establish People and Identity related IT solutions.

3.5.1 Deriving solution patterns for IBM Security Framework security domains

The components of the IBM Security Blueprint can be used to derive overviews for each security domain of the IBM Information Security Framework to outline the respective Foundational Security Management services and related Security Services and Infrastructure components to address the challenges and generate the values that are summarized under a given security domain. Such an overview is called a solution pattern for a security domain.

Solution patterns can be useful to better understand the IT security requirements for a particular business solution. The solution patterns can help you to articulate which Foundational Security Management services have to be considered and which Security Services and Infrastructure components the services rely on. Solution patterns make it easier to understand the internal relationships between the Security Services and Infrastructure components in a specific context given by a security domain. Furthermore, a pattern helps to understand external dependencies on a high, non-technical level and, thus, can be used for many business projects in very early design stages.

As depicted in Figure 3-4 on page 75, the IBM Security Framework security domains can be somewhat mapped to the Foundational Security Management services of the IBM Security Blueprint. It is important to understand that this mapping is not a perfect one-to-one match, but rather that the services closest to a given domain provide the main functionality to address the challenges and produce the value associated with a given security domain that the services might require, and in many cases benefit from, in combination with other services.
Also highlighted in Figure 3-4 is the Command and Control Management services because every policy, decision, or other related IT task will have to be put into action using these services.

![Figure 3-4 Mapping of security domains onto the Foundational Security Management services](image)

In the next sections we derive the solution pattern for the People and Identity domain.

### 3.5.2 IBM Security Blueprint components for People and Identity solutions

When dealing with any sort of People and Identity challenges from a business perspective, the business context is referenced by the People and Identity security domain of the IBM Security Framework and can be used to better understand and structure the problem on the business level.

From a functional security perspective, People and Identity-related issues can be addressed (and potential values created) primarily by the **Identity, Access and Entitlement Management** services, as discussed in detail in 2.2.4, “Identity, Access and Entitlement Management” on page 40.

However, when taking into account the dependencies as outlined in 2.1, “Foundational Security Management” on page 24, People and Identity solutions also require **Security Policy Management** services to set policies toward controls for authorized access (for example, the length of passwords or the lockout threshold for unsuccessful login attempts) and to administer these policies throughout their life cycle, as well as to establish them.

Besides Security Policy Management functionality, challenges from the People and Identity domain also have to address a variety of compliance requirements. The challenges can be related to compliance issues resulting from access violations or from required access exceptions due to the dynamics of any successful business environment. Not every new business opportunity can be foreseen, its respective roles and use cases be planned and incorporated into the IT landscape before the opportunity can be pursued, as otherwise many business opportunities might vanish before their benefits can be harvested. Depending on the
organization's willingness and capability to handle, mitigate, and accept risk, the Risk and Compliance Assessment service can help to ask the correct questions.

Figure 3-5 highlights the components of the IBM Security Blueprint that have to be examined for every solution within the People and Identity domain. Besides the Foundational Security Management services mentioned previously, the IBM Security Blueprint identifies the corresponding components that the Security Services and Infrastructure need for the domain.

As indicated in Figure 3-5, the functional security diagram for the People and Identity domain indicates that all of the subcomponents of the infrastructure and security services layer except code and images are needed for the People and Identity pattern.

The solution pattern allows you to better understand the scope of services to be considered when dealing with People and Identity requirements. The pattern also helps to identity and consider the dependencies that an Identity, Access and Entitlement Infrastructure has to other infrastructures. In other words, the solution pattern clarifies that deploying Identity, Access and Entitlement Management services in isolation will not enable an organization to run the required Foundational Security Management services and, thus, is not sufficient to comprehensively address the requirements and to fully harvest the potential values of the People and Identity security domain.

The solution pattern also serves as a starting point for further, more technical, architecture design. It allows you to identify and map existing components in the IT environment, to identify any missing components, and to help in selecting corresponding software products.
3.6 Conclusion

In this section we provided a business scenario with typical challenges around password management and single sign-on requirements. We discussed how the IBM Security Framework and IBM Security Blueprint can be used to design an IT security architecture solution. We also demonstrated how you can potentially use the decompositional details introduced in Chapter 2, “The components of the IBM Security Blueprint” on page 23, to discuss workflow and dataflow architecture within your solution design.
Summary

After we first explored concerns that characterize security requirements of, and threats to, business and information technology (IT) systems, we then identified a number of business drivers that illustrate these concerns, including managing risk and cost, and compliance to business policies and external regulations. We described how security is a major consideration in the way that business and information technology systems are designed, built, operated, and managed.

Because security for information technology can be complex and confounding, IBM created a pair of complementary views to bridge the communication gap between the business and technical perspectives of security. We introduced both the IBM Security Framework, which addresses the business view, and the IBM Security Blueprint, which addresses the technical view.

In Chapter 2, “The components of the IBM Security Blueprint” on page 23, we explained the IBM Security Blueprint in more detail by discussing the components of the IBM Security Blueprint, which can help describe the common security capabilities needed in any IT environment to manage IT security risks. In Chapter 3, “Business scenario for the People and Identity solution pattern” on page 69, we examined a customer scenario that is driven by one major business requirement revolving around the reduction of password management-related costs. We then looked at the IBM Security Framework mapping and used the IBM Security Blueprint services from the subcomponents to describe Foundational Security Management workflows for the involved people and identity solution pattern.
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Security is a major consideration in the way that business and information technology systems are designed, built, operated, and managed. The need to be able to integrate security into discussions with business functions and operations exists more than ever.

In this IBM Redpaper publication, we explore concerns that characterize security requirements of, and threats to, business and information technology (IT) systems. We identify a number of the business drivers that illustrate these concerns, including managing risk and cost, and compliance to business policies and external regulations, showing how they can be translated into frameworks to enable enterprise security.

Over the last few decades, industry groups and standards bodies have developed frameworks that serve as a baseline for certain aspects of security, and in this IBM Redpaper publication we discuss two such frameworks, CoBiT and ISO27002.

To help you with your security challenges, IBM has created a bridge to address the communication gap between the business and the technical perspectives of security to enable simplification of thought and process. The IBM Security Framework can help you translate the business view, and the IBM Security Blueprint describes the technology landscape view. Together they can help bring together the experiences that we gained from working with many clients to build a comprehensive solution view.

This publication is intended to be a valuable resource for business leaders, security officers, and consultants who wish to understand and implement enterprise security by considering a set of core security capabilities and services.